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April /8e, 1975

The Honorable Governor Patrick J. Lu9ey

The Honorable Fred Risser, Senate President Pro Tem

The Honorable Norman Anderson, Speaker of the Assembly

Gentlemen:

.In response to the request contained in the Governor's letter

.
( to me dated January 8, 1975, a-copy of which appears as Exhibit

) #1 in the Appendix of the attached Report; I am submitting this

report and resolution on behalf of the Board of Regents of the

University q,,f Wisconsin Syitem:

Resolution: That,'upon recommendation of the President

of the System, the Board of RegentS approves the

"President's Report to the Board of Regents in response

to the Governor's Request on Reducing the Scope of the

University .of Wisconsin System.: dated'April 18, 1975,

as itsgformal submission to the Covernorrand,the

Legislature sin] direcfs the President of--the:ElOard po

transmit it,accordingly.

The Board.calls your attention to the Statement by

'Pre'sident Weavr which preceded his introductiom of, the Report

for Board consideration.

I 'Tdould also-call attention to the fact that a decision

to close down a particalar campus trill not Pcoduce major dollar,.

savings for use elsewhere in the System unless tfiat decision

operates to release us fromthe redpongibility of acCommodating

the students and lacultY involved at locations elsewhere in'th#

System.

Given the importance of the sUbject. matter' and at tRe

direCtiohs of Speaker Anderson and Senate Peesident Pro Tem

Risser, T am having,a copy of the Report and the President's

Statement distributed to each member of the Legislature.

Attachments

cc: Members of the Board of Regents

President Weaver
Board Secretary Joseph Hat

i

J. PELISEK''

Pr sident

f
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_Foreword

The Report beginning at page xviii was

approved unanimously April 18, 1975 by the

Board of Regents of the UniV4fsity of Wisconsin

System. :The Report thus constituteos the officfal

response to a requeSt tendered bi the Governor

in his letter to the President of,the Board of
I.

Regents, January 8, 1975.
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STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT JOHN C. WEAVER. IN PRESENTING
HIS REPORT TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS IN RESPONSE TO
THE GOVERNOR'S REQUEST ON REDUCING.THE SCOPE OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM .

Clarke Sml,th RooM, Van Hise Hall
. Mac son, Wisconsin

9:00 a.m., Friday, April 18, 1975

On October 8, 1971, in my concluding team ks to one of the former Boards

of4Regedts, I observed that'we stood at "the suImit of an institutional divide --

a divide formed by the conc,l.usioniof one era,.t e anticipation of-lanother."

I noted at that tifej.lthat: "Your University his never before feared changep.

it need not fear -ft now. Indeed, if it is to attain its fightful destiny

-- if it is, in l'act, to validate its greatness-- it must always be ready to .

meet the demands of change with well-conspered change."

Just a bit over- three years old, this Systitio of Un4ersieies hes made.

significant moVls in the direction'of change; and it has done so while coping

with unprecedented problems and demands. Some feel we,have moved too fast;

others, that we have been too slow., ImportantlY, I hope we have always been

well focused on our most basic respOnsibility, that of assuring thai the quality

and strength .essential to universities Worthy of the name have been protected

and retained:
. ,

Proposals for ,major change.ofteh.arise'out of some immediate dilemma or

problem. The issue now before us, as to whether the State,OrWisconsin wishes,

or is able, to continue its present level of 'Public university commitments

ind to pledge ongoing support for higher educational opportunity and the,

advancement of knowledge emerges A just this fashion. There is'an ever-present

danger of loss of perspective in attempting .to deal with a question of this

magnitude on short notice, and in an environment where current economic

distress can unduly and unwisely influence decisions concerning the longer-range

public interest..
,

he report which El)resent to you this morning reflects our staff effort

to speak truthfully, sensitively, responsibly and responsively to the difficult

assignment Y"pu gaveJus. It is offered as a contribution toward idformed public

:judgment: We do not attempt to hide our belief in the priceless cause of

public higher'education, nor do we avoid our responsibility to answer the

conCerys thai have been laid before us.

Yo9 have our report, findings .ind recommendations regarding the Governor's

request for specific plans that,might be'utiliied in reducing the scope of the

University of Wisconsin System over the decade.ahead. I respectfully recOmmend
the tian4mtss1.on of this report to the Governor and the State Legislature. 4
It is, I helfeve, Tully responsive to tbe initial request as well as to the

subsequeht companion request from,the President of this Board. Hopefully it

will provide solid foundation for,ratiOnal public consideration and deSate.

Et seeks to provide our elected representatilres -- the persons ultimately

responsible for,the final decision in such fundamental public policy matters -%

pith a clear_statement of the nolicies.nrioritiea and ron'qnnuenreq nhprr

V
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The Report I bring you is divided into three major parts, preceded by i

Summary-and Prologye:
, a.

4
,

I.'
I 1 . *

Part Qne discusses the implications of enrollment forecasts, educational .-
opportunity, campus sizes and mi40iOnsprogram offerings and evolving societal

needs,,in lation.to quality,and cost, thus.providing the matrii far any long-

rahge plan ng eifort; v

-.Part Two seeks to speak directly to the request or the President ofthe

Board'Of Regents for*a-statement of, ouf current planning assumptionsprocedures

and-difections;

%Ic ,

'Part Three responds directly.to the Governor's directive, in'presenting.

criteria, prooedUres and legislative language by yhiCh the Statp could, if it

deems sech action.to be in;the., public intere0t, take immediate steps t9 initiate

a reduction in the scope aria size-of the University System.

This Report is not advanced a4 an "either/qx" matter; n ne of the

participants in the publio policy'arena can pretend tb fina -knowledge. The

Report is, in-truth, an "if/then" exposiiion,'almed at-ier ng the needs of

informed judgment. Even our listing of a aiision Agenda for state government

at the end of the Report provides options, .and not just the/choice between

change and no chang. E;

.Wi.fst emerges in the relationships between Parts Two- and Three is in.the

of.a dilemma. .0n the one hand, we have a.commitment,to Serve Wisconsin

citizels who seek and can profit from IiigherredtiCaOonal opportunity. lbe

numbers.of these citizens will steadily increase, at least through the next six

years, andsmosf:likely will continue to increasey ei,en if.at a slower rate in
'

the foreseeable' years which follow. 4

On the other hand, we cannot serve effectively a constantly growing demand

(for ohr serviced on the basis of'static or declining real dollar resources;

even_though,that iS precisely thesituatIon we now face.

-

In the Prologue to mr report I outline the dimensions of our current

,hudgetary travail in suMmary detait, and,then note the magnitude:of our

potential difficulties when viewed against'the even grimmer, long-range budgetary

assumptions. It is important to grasp the.implications oC an expectation that

we meeNthe bulk of our program heeds over the next decade exclusively thrqugh

internal surgery. It is..vorth noting that just fo.replace the nineteen million

dollars in.fundling eroded from qpr supply budgets by inflation in this

biennium, would, on.this basis, require Ehe complete elimination of two of our .

snialler four-year universities or the entire fourteen campus Center System.

So drastic,a move as this Would only allow us to sta.), even with our 1972-73

purgh4sing capability. 'It assumes, dnrealiiiicalty, and inciqentally, that the

studfits and facukty'of those campuses would 'no longer,be a System responsibility.

The immediate public policy issue becomes clear. If we_are

our missiohs as historisally defined, we need to be certain the state.still

supports those missions-, and suOports-them with the full realization that

they civnot be ft:1'4110d on the basis of'static'or decliningnresources. If we .

are to plan for long term fiscal austerity and retrenchment, this needs to be

directed with the complete understanding that this will require a most basic

change intirectiop for the State of.,,Wisconsin -- a deliberate/decision to .



constrain, for fiscal reasons, the levels of access to educational opportunity
that have historically been provided. Wealso need same indication of how minor
'or major such constraints as may be edVieioned are to be.

I obViously am not neutral.on the .issue posed bY thie request, nor am I
oblivious to the current fiscal dilemma.df this.$tate. I happen.to believe that
thie Board's present course of action,' and thestate's traditional commitment
to public higher educatidh, shou/d be eustained.' If We face hatd timesnow'
and thed, we will seek to limirour.requesti to only.those things we consider
to be the irreducible mihimiim. Economic history is not simply a story 0
unrelenting downturns. However. I am persuaded that thrv state will recover
from its momedtary distress. I ani convinced that advanoed public education' for
our citizens is an essential ingredient in that recovery, as in long term
economic graWith and social improvement..

Let me no w. state, as imply, ,as I know how, what / see to be the heart --
the true essence ---orthis document. In attempting this, I am fully mindful
of the fact that we are dealing with an enormdusly complex set of.iseues.' Many
things, good and bad, have been said about universities, but no one has ever
claimed that they are easy indtitutions to understand, nor that they work
with simple problems. In addressing ourselves-profe ionally to the sensitive ,

and tightly interwoven fabric of problems in long-rang plahhing for thil
System, we have-necessarilyrpursued a variety of.intid, ately involved topics,
all of which affect our judgments and recommendations

Nevertheless, an& at the cost of Arne oversimplification, let me iet
forth succinctly what I be.11eve this Report says lothe peOple'of
Let me do this by first stating what it does not say. In turh I will try my.
hand at delineating what it does say., .

The Report does not say that,the University of Wis4 consin System, and its
array.of,institutions, is \low perfectly attuned to the task of providing the
best posbible higher educational service to the Staee of Wisconsin. .Changes
have been made in.the last'three years. planning aimed at change and adipta on
is continuing. Like all dynamic institutions, We can improve, and we urgentl
seek-iniprovement. .

.
The Report does not, as some have 'urged:would be useful, ignore 125'years

of history and speculate on how one would redraw the higher education- map of -

Wisconsin if he were free to start de novo. The history of out institutions --
the youngest as well as the oldest.-- is closely intertwined with the histories'
of communities,,regions, the state, the people who serve in those institutions,
and the people they 'serve. We could no more abandon.this.hispry than we could
abandon the accidents Of our.dtate boundalles, .the cultural and.ethnic
backgrounds of our citizens, or the'places where our people concentrate
themselves to five and work. We have.no way of assuming the' advantage of r'
hindsight for a return to a new and dudden moment of:improved creation. Instead
we muSt keep asking constantly how we cah best usl now, and for tomorrow,
the resources.of people, /ibraries,'and laboratories,we now hdve. Xhid is the
planning goal of the University §ystem. This is a goal that,seeks foresight;
not hindsight -- a foresight to atry us toward the 21st Centdry with a wisdom
-derived_ froora careful reading of history. k

,
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The Report does not shy that we have reached the highesf level of

effectiveness possible in bringing educational services of quality to the

penple of Wisconsin. We have steadily.sought-to become more effective. We

would gladly invite comparison-of our record for "prodifctivity", efficiency
4

. and effectiveness with the-fecord-of anyliniversity-, or system of universities,

' in the nation.In-sgie of this, we continue to seek and .to achieve improvements.

The-Report does not say that the choice is between the System as it now

exiits in all its details pnd a Systea which has been directed to reduce its

scope. Our own plInning assumptions and procedures, outlined in the Reliort,

anticipate.and call for change. They envision the possihility of_ alternation,

phase down, or even phase out of institutions at.ayt. point in.time when enrollment

.T-id resource forecasts make such-moves desirable,or necessary.

The'Report does not say that the choia is between unlimited growth in tax
resources for the University System, and long-term fiscal austerity. We are

acc4ely conseious of the liscal problems that face our State government; and

of the fact that unlimited access to new resources is not a realistic possibility

for any public institution. -Thoughtful people will differ as,to the priority to
be assigned to higher education aMong the many claimants for public dollars;

they will, indeed, even differ regarding the extent to which government. can 'fully

port maximum access to educational opportunity. Notwithstanding these things,

t re still.is clearly a choice a choice between those who would join me in

-saving that strong education has huilt Wisconsin's very foundation, that
quality education is, Indeed, still its' greatest strength and asset, both for

today and tomorrow, and that we have a etate's future at stake in keeping the
oppoitunity far it open and fully available; and there are those who would say
that sdch a goal is no'longer realistically possible. It is that cruci41 choice

that now hangs in the balance of public decision, and ihat lies at the vortex of

this Report.

What the Report does say is tha if there is a public finding hy;:'the

Legislature that resources for additional students and continuedsprogress will
nnt be, or cannot be,,.or should not be, forthcoming in the next decade,-then it
,is clearsthat-the size of the System mtAst be reduced, and an unequivocal
Legislative directive must be given to the System to take such action. Obviously,

such a finding, and Such a directive, would represent a most fateful public policy
choice for the State of Wisconsin..

c"

.41111ft

'
It Is ap-almost desperately tateful choice, because of a'few irrefutable facts:

First, unless artifical constraint is applied, 'enrollments in the SyStem
will.continue to grow far at,least three more biennia. 'Aftei that the possibilites
are several:' growth may continue, or level out, or decline. But no one can.

judge !TOW what will occur six, ten; or fifteen years from today, unless
restraining decisions are made now that wiq operaie to limit access to our
University System.



Second, the University of Wisconsin System cannot -:- I repeat, cannot --
provide education of quality for more students without appropriate, compensating
increases in resources. Our services are provided by. people, for people. We
should give fair warning', and we must continue to warn, that we cannot go on
reducing facultyand statf; as well as support for instructional materials and
equipment, and simua.taneously undertake the teaching of ever-increasing numbers
of students. To attempt such, is an inescapable proscription for irreversible
mediocrity. I find it:hard to believe that anyone would find this an acceptable

( alternative.

Third, it follows clearly thar if our fiscal future includes no enlargment
of our present resources, beyond provisions for salary and price increases,
then wt cannot r r repeat cangot provide.educational opportunity for all of
the Wisconsin citizens who woun, if permitted, seek such services.

The matter can be stated simply. A vast array of Task Force.data,
thoughtfully prepared and painstakingly analyzed, reveals this truth: A
direction given now to reduce significantly the scope of the University'of
Wisconsin Sy'stem over the next decade, is also a directive to reduce access to
educational opportunity for.some part of our people. No other consequence can
lead from the established facts.

um
In concluding my comients, let-ffit ask your indulgence to step back ior a

few minutes from the trials of the moment in order that we may remind ourselves
of those things the universities of Wisconsin have meant,and might.continue to
mean for oUr people. Decisions of great importance should not be takenyithout.
some sense of history, and in the Prologue of my Report I speak briearto
such matterS0

.

We should remind ouiselves at this time that for well over a century, the
people of Wisconsin have held certain propositions to be self-evident:

(1) That Wisconsin's citizens .should have ready access to higher educational
opportunity of quality and of relevance to their purposes, interests and abilities.

o

,... (2), That personal and societal need for knowledge constantly increases as
a direct function of the complexity of society and the mounting aspirations of
our citizens.

Our unwavering confidence has been that public university education is a
public good, and that the public investment in such endeavors is repaid to
society many fold, and in countless ways:

-- The inVestment is repaid through the lives and taxes of citizens who
realize more fully their potential for.making wise personal and civic
decisions, and who develop the skills needed for productive lives and

0careers. .

-- The investment is repaid through the functioning of communities of
scholars which bring the power of vibrant, useful knowledge to bear
on the problems of people and their instituttons.

TRe investment is repaid further through the impact of knowledge on-
, the intellectUal, cultural and econoMic vitality of spciety in general.

0
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-- The investment is an expression/of the fact that what a society

honcirs and values best describes its goals. Wisconsin has horiored

the search for and transmission of knowledge and, in so doing,/has

established a quality of life that even in the face of Sacrificet

.its:citizens have been unwilling to do without.

These beliefs and their consequences are both present fact and matters, of

historyf The issue now before-the Stdte of Wisconsin is whether it wishes,

or las able, Eo Continue its adherence to these beliefs. 0

I-must now rest Ey, case with you. In turn, you must, without delay,

place our case before the people of Wisconsin. You and I, and others, who

live day by day with the destiny of our public universities, have a deep and

abiding concern for their health -- fbr their ability to retain their ,

longstanding traditibns of intellectual pioneering for the public good. The

people of Wisconsin have had great faith in public higher education. Above

everything, I would covet the h4e that through the difficult days of decision

that lie immediately ahead, the citizens of Wisconsin.will sustain that faith.

4
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April 18, 1975

SUMMARY OF THE WiIDENT'S'REPORT TO THE BOARD OF REGENT

/I in response to the

GOVERNOR'S REQUEST ON REDUCING THE SPOPE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM

Background

John C. Weaver
Syatem President

'(The full Report followathe yellow pages)

'On January 8, 1975, Governor Patrick J. Lucey requested the Board of Regents

of the University of Wisconsin System to "bring to him and the Legislature" by

mid-April "a plan for phasing out, phasing down, or consolidating institutions

and programs,Jncluding a statement of language'to be inserted into the 1975-77

biennial budget which would authorize implementation of the plan." ahe.Governor

web motivated to request such a plan by his conclusions regarding'fiscal con-

straints and enralment.trends over the next decade.

'Regent President Frank J. Pelisek asked System President John 'Weaver to

conduct the necessary studies and to prepare a report with recommenthitions for

Board consideration at a special April meeting. The document following this

yellow Summary'constitutes that report.

The President's report derives from extensive research completed on short

notice by a System Advisory,Planning Task Force and from subsequent analyses-

by the central staff of the University of Wisconsin System.

. .

This Summary identifies the Governor's basic fiscal and enrollment assumptions

and the findings and recommeridations of the System President. It concludes with

a "Decision Agenda for State*Government" and references to suggested statutory
,

language.

1. ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE GOVERNOR'S REQUEST

.Besed on the content of his,January 8 letter as amplified in subsequent

staff conversations: the folloWing'assumptions can be identified as initiating

the Governor's conclusion that the public Interest of the 'state Of Wisconsin

will best be served-if the present scope- of the University Syotem is reduce0

'over the next decade.
4

a. In his judgment, the state's financial resources in the next

decade will not be sufficient to sustain the present quality

and scope of the System since tha most the System can expect

in additional state resources during that peridd would cover

salary adjustments and inflationary price increases only.

(The Governor's 1975-77 budget proposal fella short of even

that goal.)
.

b. The enrollments anticipated in the next decade and beyond will

not justify continuance of the present array of Programs and

institutions.

c. Resources required beyond the levels stipUlated in 1.a. :Which

will be needed over the next decade to sustain quality, meet

workload increases And support ceeded program changes must come

primarily from retrenchment of base programs and institufIons.

12
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-
In light of fiscal and enrollment uncertainties, the Governor,has7isked

the System to:indicateand, if need be,llensify'its current Planning efforts
-aimed at accommodating a rangeirof future,p ssibilities includinglthe very grim .

prospects in.the above.assumptions. Part Three Cif the Retort outlines the
criteria, procedures and statutOry charge.needed to iMplement a System rea-
ponSe given,those assumptiOns.

.

The President of the-Board of Regents asked that the Report td the Board
include a full explanation of those current planning efforts along side the
intensificatioii relluired by the Governdr's assUmptions. Part Two of the.
Report resign.: to this request. It makes clear that iVen.lthe presentplans

as 45ste do not envision preservation of the status quo. ,Indeed, the
Repo ds the System.an opportunity to reflect in a single aocunent
just how significant its efforts and intentions are in this 'area.

Section, 2 of this Summary (below) sets forth specific findings and
recommendations deriVed from the Report end the mtudy that.preceded it.. .

Section 3 torovides a "decision agenda for Wisconsin state government."

2. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT

Finding #1: Future Enrollments

-
Based on data developed by the-SysteM Advisory Planning Task.Force and

subsequent analyses b) Central Staff, trit-foll7ing can be said about
enrollments:

s% Unless artificial-limits are placed on enrollmentsi-or additional
economic barriers to enrollments are imposed, enrollments in the
UW S stem will increase for th next five ears and remain above.
,present levels until 1983.

b. No one can now predict that enrollments will decline after 1983.
Projections based on 18-year,-Cid population show a decline between
1983 and 1992 (when an increase in 18 year olds is again predicted),
but,projections based on the proportion of each age group from
age 18 to age 64 now enrolled show that in 1990 enrollmenfs would be-
5,000 above present levels. If the proportion of older students
continues to increase (and it is now increasing), the System will
have 20,000.more students in 1990 than at preSent. If personal,
social or economic motivations for higher education desline sharply,
decreases could be sharp after 1983. Unless'Wisconsin's commitment
to higher educational opportunity is to be reduced as a matter of
public policy, the state and VW SVatem should plan for alternative
possibilities after 2983 and not assume a decline.

The
/
tact that there may not be a decline in System enrollments in

thenext 15 years does not alter the fact that there may be declines
in particular units of the System. The Regenta should continue.to
guide .enrollments to assure best utilization of budget, program
and Li1ity capacities in the System. '
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Finding #2: Impact of Budgetary Assumptions.

Mpuimptions 1.a and 1.c regarding additional resource expectations

sugg,t that State support for the UW System's operating budget for the

next few bienhiawill, in real program dollars, be limited to prpsent

1974-75 levels or below.

Aside from the public policy question posed by these assumptions,

it is important to grasp their implication for the System. If this

reduce-scope-to-fund-cost-increases
policy were in effect beginning in

1975-77 and the.System had to phase-down or phase-out institutions to

redeploy base funds to cover the ;.oss of purchasing power experienced

in 1973-75, it would take the entire state-funded-budgets offourteen

Center campuses or two four*-year universities Aat to stay even! (AncU

this only if students and faculties ofthose campuses ceased fo be a Sylktem

responsibility.)

Further, if the state is unable or unwillihg by reason of its prio

ities to provide funding for additional students, the Regents will have

choose between quality and acCess. The prospect of serving more

every year with no additional funding to sdpport them will inevita

quality: Tophase out campuses inorder to have funds to teach add

students overlooks the fact'that most of those funas will be needtd to

students from pha0ed out campuses at some other location-

to

uden s
y 'ffect
i nal

teach

)(-
Finding #3: Relationsh of Educational Opportunity,

Quality an Cost

The Task Force findingi are clear that if the state of Wisconsin

directs the System to reduce its present scope in order to sustain quality

in that which remains:

T4n access must be limited and fewer,educational 'options

provided for Wisconsin's citizens

- Cutting the number of institutions, or programs without reducing

the,number of students, faculty and staff will not yield
,

sighificant savings.
-

/n short, if the state as a matter of new public policy seeks to hold

the UW System at its present levels of program support over thPlowext decade,

and to do this in the presence of the increased numbers of students seeking

higher education, then it must also as a mattei of publit policy determine

to restrict access to educational opportunity. To attempt to do otherwise

wOuld erode the quality of.the higher.education
services provided, and

services without quality do not provide genuine opportunity for anyone.ta
14
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Finding#4: The System Commitment to Copt
/and-Quality Effectiveness

>

the:UW S-Ystem returned $2,1;500,000,to the state in

"productivity savings" from:its base budget.. The System redeployed another

$7,500,000'from lower priority peogsmie to sopport higher societal and educa-.

tional priorities without additional state funding..

Ih.1975-77 the'University 5Vstem is prepared to operate under an

austerity budget produced by economic recession at llevel it has stated

as its minimal needs in.presentattons to the Jbint 'tnonce Committee.- With

this.budget level, adcess to educational opportunity at some point in the :

SVstam will be maintained; every effbrt will be made to protect the quality

of instruction, research and services by deferring%current coati', and

increasing,workload, with the hope that quality erosion represgftted in

deferred costs can be checked in a'pbst-recession economy.

Since merger, the Regents and the System have made cost and quality

control a basic planning prificiple for the System, ana initiated: program

reviewsi' phase out, phase down, and consolidation dWisions; cost,

efficiency, and quality analyses;; Streamlined numerous administrative

structures and practices as part ;m4 long-rangeiglanning to enhance the .

quality of the Sylitem at the minimum cost feasible. These efforts will

continue.

A Cp

Finding #5: Access and Commnnity ResOurce

NIC

The*Task Force findings on the implications for access, educational

opportunity, and community inherent in a decision to close an inAitution

are quite significant, ,

:Closing a campus Ap save dollars would mesa:

- A specific humber of Wisconsin residents would no longer

have access to university educational opriortunity historically

provided

.

'- A specific Wisconsin community or region would lose the benefit

of a coMbihagon educational and.ecqyomic resource now Arnished

by.the state.

4fr



Finding #6: The Environment for Effective Long-range Planning

Within,the constraints of successive budgetary crises, biennial an4

midyear cuts in the base budget of the System., and uncertain public policy

intentions, the Systei and its institutions have moved to initiate cost-

effective and quality-effective processes of short-range and long-range

planning and decision making.

What is now most needed to enhance the capacity of the System to res-

pond in an orderly way to variable,enrollment experience, changing societal

need, and changing resource expectations is assistance from the state in .

creating 'a reasonably stable basis for 'resource expectatiors. More effective

resource allocation and utilization would result. 4

This'environment,Would not-change the Regent.!s commitient to selective

and'phased adjustments of programs and institutidns. It would_assure that

Such adjustments could be carried out'im'Ways least harigul to students,

faculty.,,institutions and interest.

-
Finding #7: The Priority of Public Higlier Education for Contemporary Society

-

The Task Force Report:calls attentlittiAT-public policy implications

of assigning reduced priority to higher education by a, society facing multiple,

complex and difficult problems, particularly in a peraiod oerapid change in

which new problems must be expected. .

The question before Wisconln as before the nation may be stated as

follows:

Should the state. and the nation reduce its present relative level

of public supporttfor higher education at a time When the need for knowledge,

the,dissemination of knowledoe, and the preparation ofsociety for a period

of rapid social chan& is at an ali-time high?

-,

xli
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Finding #8: If the Governor's Fiscal Assumptions Prevail. Then
.' Phased Reductions in the Scope Of,the UW System and

its Services Aould be Directed by the.Legislature

If the Legislature affirms the Governor's assumptions.about the,fiscal
expectations of the UW System in the'next decade, the guestion remains as'to'

"how much" reduction in scope should be directed,

In PART THREE of this Report, the .*stem recommende the criteria to be

.4 used in reaching certain classes ofdecisions on'reduction in scope, the
procedures to be followed in applying suph decisions, and the legislative
action needed to direct such decisions

To avoid a massive crisis in orderly management and System morale,
the reconpendations in PART THREE are proposed for phased application in

each of the three following biennia beginning with:

In 1975-77, modification of the status quo or, ifneed be,

phaae out of selected higher cost,two-year centers.

b. In 1977-79, phase down of belected four-year universities by

vertical,phase out of program units, or, if need be
horizontaZ phase out of levels of instruction; or total

phape out.

c. In 1979-81, phase down ofbase budgets of the universities and

centers not involved in,b, and UW-Extension through phase out of

programs, program consolidation, or cost-directed structural

changes. Such phase down would be aimed at meeting legislatively
directed fiscal targets beyond those possible fr:vm the

decisions taken under a. and b., and would assume concurrent
reduCtions in educational sez;vices and in numbers of students

to be served.

Concurrent and proportionaZ reductions in administiative services

and programs would be programmed.

IT IS ASSUMED.THAT THE LEGISLATURE COULD DIRECT NONE, ONE, MORE THAN

ONE, OR ALL OF'THE. FOREGOING STEPS IN TERMS OF ITS RESPONSE TO.THE GOVERNOR'S

FISCAL ASSUMPTIONS, AND ITS JUDGMENT ABOUT THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SCOPE,REbUC-
TIONS WHICH SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN TO SUSTAIN THE QUALITY OF THE REMAINING

INSTITUTIONS AND PROGRAMS WITHIN THE FISCAL AND POLICY CONSTRAINTS DIRECTIED.

17
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3.. A LECiSION'AGENDA FOR WLSCONSIN STATE GOVERNMENT

The President's teport tAv the Regents, proposed for transmittal to

the Governor and the Legislature', concludes with a "decision agenda to,

fOcua attention ian the major public policiee whichrneed to be sustained

or modified, and the implications of alternative choices. That 'agenda'is

repeated in full in this iummary:

1. The major public policy decision before state government is

whether:

It judges the UW System's fiscal and enrollment prospects

for the next decade to be sufficiently uncertain as to warrant

the immediate initiation of steps deeighed to reduce the

present scope and access paints of that System. in order to

sustain-quality with extremely limited resources.

or

b. It judges the.public interest to be better served by a reaffir-

mationof its traditional priority commitment to provide

higher/eduoational opportunity
and_services of quality te

those People wishing and able to benetit from theM, mad affir-

,

mationof the UW System's current planning approach to

accommodating an,, uncertain future, along with the resource

requirements inherent in such an ,approach.

It should 'be clear that neither judgment is ailed ap simply

preservini the status quo,and that 4Ale:eame criteriiwould-be

relied upcin by.the System in Implementing either approach.,
1 .

2. A reaffirMation of babove would be consistent with the basic-

assumption from which the Univeraity'System planning is

administered by the Board of Regents.

3. Confirmation of the decision under a. above to reduce selectively

the scope of the System and ihe scope of its programs and services

would be consistent with the fiscal assumptions leading to the

Governor's request to the Board of Regents.

4. One alternative to the foregoing choice would be a decision to

direct malnienance of the scope of services together with static

resources by lowering the quality of those'services. This has been

rejected-by the Regents as wholly contrary to the public interest.

Access to education or services of low quality would be a'delusion

rather than an opportunity for Wisconsin people.

The implications of the public policy choices to be made by state

government,can be sUmmarized in the cOlumns which follow:



DECISIONS AND ACTIONS WHICH IPULD
FOLLOW FROM UW.SYSTEM'S ASSUMPTIONS

Reaffirmation of a commitment tcYeduca-'
tional opportunity.ofquality for those
wishing and able to benefit implies: '

1. The Regents should proceed wilth
planning directions now established
and those proposed. Those estab-
lished include:

a. RiglOrous application of the
principles that all programs.
must meet tests ofquality,
productivityi responsiveness,
to societal heed, cost-;effec-
tiveness, and as aPpropxiate
centrality'to the basic mission
and purpose,of higher educatio6.

b. Continuous addit and review of
' all existindprograMe on the
basis of these standards. ,

c. Elimination or alteration of
losr priority programs to .

reallocate resources'to higher
priOrity goals.

,

a. Rigordus scrutiny*of all nab; ,

programa on the basis of
criteria established.

Application of cost and quality
effective practices including:

1

(1) Interinstitutional fesourte
sharing through ponsortia.

(2) Conso1i4ation of small
program units to reduce
overhead.

(3) Continuods institutional
review pf low enrollment
courses and programs.

. Enhance institutional vitality
through appropriate faculty
and staff develoOment programs
and practices4'. .

DECISIONS AND ACTIdNS WHICH WOULD
FOLLOW FROM GOVERNOR'S ASSUMPTIONS.

Decision to reduce selectively the scope
ofopportunity and services to consfiain
or redwe resource requirozents-implies:

1. The legislature should dirett the
Regents to reduce the scope of the
'System, and the scope of its programs
and services'in selective and phased
ways designed to damage least the
public interest as a whole.

The frst,step in such diFected
1'reduction to be initiatedby

1977 should be:'

- Phase'out or alternative
educational use for Centerssnot-
meeting Regent-established triter
As many as three Centers would f
this possibility.

- If the.goal is to reduce the .

scope of the,System in order
to free up publit dollars
in tOto,.then it would follow
that the-directive should be
to phase out selected Centers..

a

3. The seCond itep in such directed
reduction, to be implementesiby 1979,
should be to phase down or phase out
selected four-year campuses chosen
On the basis of the Resents' criteria.

- If the purpose of'such direction
ie-to free up dollars, it should
be understood that such phase down
or phase out would-be accompanied
by reductions in the scope of
educational services and opportunities
provided Tor. Wisconsifi0

0

- Phase out of a four-ye r campus
should.not be directe1 without
prior or.poncurrent Rhaee ouifof
geographically pro's:. te twOyear
Centers.



Nor..

DECISIONS'AND ACTIONS

U.W. SYSTEM CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS

g. Seek inVestment-in innatrations

likely to pxoduce -long-range

quality and cost-effective

methods of providing educational

eervicis.

2.: Those
proposed include:

a. Establishment of a four-year

planning front for all institu-

tion* specifying enrollment,

fiscal, and performance targets,

with an annual update.

b. Application of cost-size-quality

criteria to Centers noted_in-Patt

Three and aZteration orphase out

of those not meetina criteria.

c. Application of planning to

reduce the scope of universities

over a four-year period in

which enrollment
and fiscal tar-

aets require such reduction to

maintain quality.

d. Support for studies leading to

possible
consolidation of

UW-Superior and UM-Duluth.

e. Intensified jointplanning with

VTAE on resource sharing.

f. Strengthen existing consortia

and expand such arrangements.

g. 'Strengthen interinstitutional

planning with independent

colleges anciuniversitie*.

h. Systemwide
enhancement of

institutional program
audit

and_review
actions by selective

lateral audit and review of

replicated anti specialized

programs.

3. The Regents ask that state govern-

-2 ment support
deve/opment of a,

/ better environment for effective

long-range planning including:

a. More stable
understandings on

ihe base for the resource

expectations of the System,

including
development of four-

year pltnning authorizitIons

subject to biennial appropria-

tion actions. 4
XVi
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'DECISIONS & ACTIONS
GOVERNOR'S ASSUMPTIONS

'

4. The third step in such directed

reduction, to be implemented by

'1981, would be to accomplish a

reduction in the base budget

requirements of the System by a

specified
percen$ageof the require-

ment otherwise
needed to sustain quality.

This would be accomplishedly selective

phase out, consolidation, or structural

alteration
of'programs in inptitutions

not affected.by 2. and'3. foregoing,

including the.doctoral
cluster and.

UW-Extension.

- Such reductione would-40

accompahied
liy-reduttion in the

scope of opportuniiy and services

provided, including numbers of

stUdents served.

- Counted against the fiscal

targets for such reduction in t

scope would be the reallpcations

achieved by the institution'

between 1975-79 through continous

program audit and review activity.

5. A concurrent
step in all directed

steps to reddce the scone of the

System would be direction to reduce

central administrative services

and functions in proportion to other

reductions directed.

4,

6. A finding that it is in the public

intereststo
reduce the scope of the

System doeld be followed by

direction to apply only the Step 1

reduction, or the Step 1 and 2,

or Steps.1, 2, and'3. Thiedeter-

mindtion would follow from decieion

as to the magnitude of the fiscal

constraint to be established, and

the magnitude of the reduction to

opportunity and services to be

achieved.
.

7. It should be undertood that closing

institution' and prograds to achava

fiscal constraints
during a period

when enrollments are expected to

increase would probably require tha

Regents to establigh enrollment"

limitations for the *remaining

institutions. The effect would be

a need to apportion a scarcity of

resources as wisely as possible.



DECISIois AND . ACTIONS
U.W. SYSTEM CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS

.ib. More,lead t'ime on reductions
in base tresources when these
are indicated as fiscal planning

goals to permit effective staff
and program contraction, . 1

c. More attention to the cost-benefi
thplicattons of studfes and
analyses requested or.required
toi.reduce costly -114Ministrative

overhead.

0

bECISIONS A ACTIONS
GOVERNOR'S ASSUMPTIONS

.

intE pRAFT STATinorer LANGUAGE mai COUID

BE -USED IF ME IpOISLAIURE AFFIRMS ME
GOVERNOR'S ASSUMPTICNS AND MUMS ae
OR MDRE OF THE MOVE STEPS APPEARS IN
ME PRESIDENI"S.RFPORI` AT ME FOLLO4ING

IONS:

.Page 24: Item C (Centers)
Pages 26-27: Item C (Univ.Cluster)
Page 30, Item C. ((Idlers)

The Regents aid the UN System understand that affirniation of Wisconsin's

historic commitment to higher educational opportunity does not and cannot

Commit the state to a particular level of spending which might be; required tn the

future to implement Ally that goal. They understan the impact of current

recesdion and the potential of an uncertain economic ture.on the ability

of the state to realize ,all desirable goals..

The Regents and the University System ask onlj, that c s in p4pit' policy

'goals for higher education do; be superimposed upon fiscal constraints without

public debate and an infOrmea decision, and that if fiscal determinations

dictate constraint upon .educational opportunity, the steps needed to reduce

the scope of the University's programa and services in order;6 to sustain the

quality of that Mach remains be openly understood. . f

or
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT TO THt HOARD.OF REflS ;

in response to the

GOVERNOR'S 'BEQUEST ON REDUCING THg SCOPE OF'THE.ONIVE TY OF WISCONSIN.SYSTEM

-John C. Weaver
System'President

AprW18, 105

P R tre0 G U

A President's report on a mdtter aa serious.ali this should begin
with recognition of the fact that the University o,f Visconsin.System
as it now exists; embodies and expresses the belief of. this State over
the years:

That its citizens shoulid have ready access to educational
opportunity of quality relevaneto their purposes,
interests and abilities, and

That persbnal and societal need fbr knowledge increases
colatantly aa'a function of the complexity and aspirations
of American society.

. .

This belief stateA.4hat publid university education is a public good
and that public,investment in such education, representim ab'but haZf
the System 'S,present budget, is repaid to society many times over:

v g°

-The investment is reped.d through the Lives and taxes,of
citizens gh,o realize more fully their potential fbr making
wise persAal and civic choicn, and develop skills needed
for productive lives and careers 4r.

- The investment is repaid through the nourishing of
scholarly communities where_the knowledge needed to
undiarstand and address problems can be found, organized

,and made at*Zable to the public

- The 1.nvestment is repaid further,through the i4pact ofrre
Knowledge on the intellectual, cultural dnd economic

n-vitality ofsociety generaZZy

1
- The investment,is an expression of tne fbct that what a
society honor's and values desdribes best its goals. Wisconsin
has honored the search fbr knowledge and, in so doing, Ras
spoken to the quality of life sought by the state .and its
citizens'

These beliefs and their (bpsequences are mutters bfhistory. The
issue now befbre the State of Wisconsin is whether or not it wishes or 18 able
tO contt:nue its present priority commitment and historical rate of,
support to university educational opportunity and,to the advancement
of knowledge.

%22
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The twin probléme, °fan auStere budget prospect for 1975-77 and a
'requirement to p ovide recommendations for,reducing the scope of
the Sjstem over the next decade present us pith a serious dilemma.

Jimensions can be stated briefly:

.-FOr 1973-75 the System was directed to ,cut its base budget
by $21,500,000,and did so; it funded another $7.5 million

, of item needs by base reallocation rather thanyseek new
funds

- kor 1975-77, under the Governqr!s proposed budget,
the System is asked to absorb 0 19,000,000 in price-

increases due to inflation, to out its baee budget
for 'existing programs by anotheT19,700,000 to cut

another $s,000,0.00 in state support for gradUate Tna
.adUlt edUcation prOgrams and replace it with fee
increases cold Lastly, to teach:60004"ore students
without any additional funding.

.

- :For 1975-84 and beyond we have been adised-by.the
Governor we can expept no additional stdteltinding
ftyond that necessary for.elployee compensation

-adjustments and price increases, at best. It 'Ls the
Gove;nor's judgment that this will leave us little
ahoice but to reduce the scope of the System tn
order to protect the quality, of what remains and
td cover other cost increases throiqh redeployment
of base.funds.

The magnitude of the dilemma posedby these prospects is awesome.
The Governor's fiscal assumptions-for the next decade have staggering
implications. The fact that even those assumptions are not reflected
in.the 1975-77 budget (e.g. there is no provision for the bulk l'our-
ifirlationary ZOsses) suggests it may even be worse. TO Underline the
implications of a reduce-the-scope to cover cost increases (rather than
seeking additional state flinding in the traditional manner), consider
for a moment what ii would take in the way of campus closings just to
make up thia biennium'S $19 million inflationary loss:

-This would require campus reductiona or eliminations
equivalent to the entire state-Anded budgetpof too
four-year universities or of all 14 two7year'Oampusee
just to stay even. (And that assumes, unrealistically,
that the students and faculty of those -campuses woUld
no longar be a responsibility of the System.A

411A

Our studies phow that for each institution thus closed for purposes of
saving dollars

- A specific number of Wisconstn residents would no longer
have access.to university educational opportunity historicaly ,

assured theM
'Pa

- A specific Wisconsin community and region would lose the benefit
ofa combination educational and economic resource now furnished
by the state.



Our studies also indicate that the current methodologies fbr ojecting

future'enrollment levels are not adequate for addressing some reduction

decisions extending beyond the next fbur years. Thus it not may remains

.true that we will face increasing enrollments through the end.of,the

1970's, bUt it is altogether possible that we will face increases, (rather,

than modest declines) in the-1$?0's as well.

rhe problems posed by the Governor's fiscal aisumptions takes on a

particularlY serious character when one realizes that the thagnitUde of

resources that' must be generated exceed those possible through improved

-"efficiency." At issue is our ability to respond to the need for a

given volume of educational services of quality in /irk with present

expectations of the state. Our present budgetary'condition and the

prospect of continued retrenchment have already brought ue tc the point

where reducing services and people served are the only means-of freeing

up significant base resources for redeployment to sustain guality.

Thia Report is not advanced as an "either/or" proposition; none of the-

participants in the public policy arena can pretend to final knowledge.

The Report is more of an "if/then" exposition aimed at assuring informed

judgment by our elected representatives.

Nor is this Report a plea for continuation without change of current

institutions.. The present planning approach of the System envisions,

4and will facilitate, considerable change and adjustment witItin and

among our institutions in the next decade. The Governor's assumptions,

if relied upon to modih the character ofour planning, become conclusions.

Th di Iv a tnen becomes clear. Lc our fiscal experience of le 1973-75

vvennvir and our current fiscal prospects fbr the biennium 'just ad represent

thesin ial phase of a long-range judgment about the fiscal future of this System,

then it true that we should get on with closing programs and institutions in

order t nave sufficient internally-generated resaufices to sustain quality of

services in those remaining.

But if directives are issued now to reduce the she of the System over the

next decade, then we will be reducing program range and access points at the

very time more Wisconsin residents are seeking our services. Should we assume

that the austerity-of recent years, now projected for two more years, is our

,future? Or should we assume that there is still.an intention and e4pectation

tnat we will provide services and opportunities of quality to those who wish

and can profit from them? And shoUld we assume that there is still an intention'

on the part of tne state to provide resources needed t6 make this possible?

As the Report makes clear, the latter assumption's are not iterated in a'simple,

defense of the status quo. Our present planning approach envisions and will

guide considerable change and adjustment within and among the, institutions of

our ..gystem in the next decade. But our present assumptions do not conclude

that large scale reductions in scope should be initiated now nor that decisions

on the.futuw of many of our institutions should be made now base4 onitasumptions

about the need and viability *of these institutions and programsa decade or more

hence. Such conclusions would repreient a major change in the expectations

Wisconsin has up to now htld for its publid university system.

24



The dilemma needs resolutionwIt needs a perspective that reaches

beyond our current economic une4rtainty and senses the long term impact

ofan altered priority and commitment to higher educatiOn.

IF it is the judgment of state government tht the University of

Wisconsip should now commence to reduce its scope aa the only-means.by

which ae quality and services of the remaining institutions can be

sustained, this needs to be Clearly stated and directed as a matter of

revised public policy.

While, as Regents and educators, we might disagree with the wisdom of
such a choice, wg would be bound by Legislative mandate to implement

it, Part Three of this Report outlines the criteria and procedures by

which we would suggest to approach such a task f prescribed. p

IF, on the otheP hand, it is the judgment of state government that the

Levels of accgss and quality historically provided should continue to

be sought and *supported by the tate and the System, this needs to be
reaffirmed and resourceg corirriitted to this end as needed.

The Regents.and the System have made significant strides since merger'

and are well along on a Systemwide planning and program review effbrt

Of unprecedented scale. This has been accomplished in spite of equally al

unprecedented budgetary constraints andliscal emergencies on selected

campuses. CUivent System planning efforts will, under less crisis-

ridden conditions and some Longer-term resource expectations, lead to

changes in the status of a nuAber of institutions to adapt on a' properly-

phased basis to 'changing 'conditions and expectations in society. Part

TWo of this report outlines.the character and direction of Pur current

approach to long-range planning and adjustment. Essentially the same

criteria as found in Part Three would be utilized; the major dfferencc

is that we do not conclude the inevitability or immediacy of o ome

which the Govevor does.

This Report has been prepared in response to both Regent and.r7ubern torial

directives and in the spirit of laying the public policy choices clearly

before the people.of this state and thep, elected representatives. The

decisions the& make are orthe greatest consequence for the future of

Wisconsin and ito public university system.



.PART ONE: THE CONTEXT FOR LONG-RANGE PLANNING

PART ONE sumnarizes five perspectives on the demograghic and educational
context essential (a) to understand long-range planning in the University
of Wisconsin System, and. (b) ;1:, assess the implications of the Governor's

long-range assumptions fOr the System.

The basic materials for PART ONE are drawn from the report of the System
I 'Advisory Planning Task Force. The "findings and conclusions" are those of

ci the President of the System.

(The Governor's January 8th request appears as Exhibit A and President
Pelisek's charge to President Weaver appears as Exhibit B in the,Ap'Oendices.)

,t

Perspective #1: LONG-RAGE ENROLLMENT PROJECTION ALTERNATIVES

As indicated in the summary and on page 19, a key assumption in the
Governor's directive was based on projections of an eventual peaking of enroll-
ment growth and the prospect of a post-peak decline. The projections relied
upon were those prepared by the UW System to guide short-term budget decisions
and longer-terth facilities construction'decisions. Up to now such projections
were based primarily on birth rates and IS year old age pools.

4

While there are more and less conservative approaches one could use in
lon,i-range enrollment projections, it does appear proper that the recent

phenomenon of increasing numbers of older age roups entering or returning to
universities be taken into account in considering the Governor's request.

The graph on the following page identifies four possible outcomes in pro-
jecting enrollments for the next decade and beyond:

Line A represents the traditionally-based projections upon which the
Governor relied.in reaching his concltgrtt:

Line B represents a combination of the traditional birth rate/18 year old
age pool methodology (Line A) and the effect if only the present
percentage of age groups beyond 18 now enrolled continue to enroll
in the years ahead.

Line C represents the Line B methodology adjusted to reflectan increasing
proportion of the age groups'beyond 18 enrolling; the rate of
increase is.an extrapolation of the actual rate experienced in the
last four years.

Line D represents the most conservative methodology one could apply and is

.
as yet not verified. It assumes a majoi- impact from declining

economic advantage for college and universLty.graduates.

(See Appendix, Exhibit 5 for Supporting Data)
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Therb are "intervening variables" which could affect any of these projec-

tions:
7.4

- 'Steps taken by government to increase or decrease the proportion

of total cost of higher edudation borne by the students

- Changes in social motivations for higher education reflecting

values attached to advanced education by the public-and students

of all ages

/Changes in the economic motivations fo seeking higher education

reflecting changes in actual or perce ved economic gain from such

education'

- Steps by state government which require the U.W. System.to limit

admission to higherleducation in Order to hold down_public costs

IIile protectOng thelualitof educational services

- Growth of,altethatiVts to university-based postsecondary education,

including vocational-technical,private and proprietary institutions

or forms of teaching and learning external to the campuses

Additional References: Task Force BOOK Ipp. 1-2 to 4
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President's Pindi:ngs and Conclusions on Enrollment Projections

\

The current methodologies for projecting éçzroUments were designed to serve

short-range.(two years) budget funding neeçls and wd,re pa-tended

out ten,years for facilities planning. Th se methodologies are inadequate fbr

longer range budget and program judgments rlative to reducing the scope Qf

the University System; they should be revised to reflect longer range enroll-

ment impacts of post-18-year,old age groups'at least in their presently-

enrolled proportions (Line B on previous graph).

It would be short-sighted to assume in a society of increasing complexity

that we will not face increased demand fbr aZZ forms of post-secondary

education and from all age groups. ProjectiOls beyond 1979 should be modi-

fied to reflect a more likely range of possible outcomes.

Perspective #2:, THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF EpECATIONAL OPPORTUNITY.,QUA ITY

AM COST

Public universities were founded to extend educational opportunity. Early

in their history they reached a conclusion which has been sustained ever since:

The opportunity they provided must be of goqd quality. As the System Planning

Task Force observes, higher education of low quality ig'a contradiction iv terms.-

The,opportunity to study obsolete or unreliable knowledge is not opportunity

at all, and access to an inadequate teaching and learning environment is counter-

productive.

As enrollments in public universities expanded, public support expanded ilso. The

public System became expensive, mostly because of growth in the number of students,

partly because of inflation, and partly because advances in knowledge led to

the need for more complex, extensive and costly teaching resources. Numbers of

students was the key, however. It is important to note that while Wisconsin is

currently second in the nation in per capita support for post secondary education,

it is only 25th in tha nation and below the nationaliaverage in tax support

for_the instruction of each student. Nevertheless its universities have merited .

an exceilene reputation-Tor high quality instruction, research and public service.

Its major comprehensive university, UW-Madison, has been consistently recognized

as among the five leading public universities of the nation. and it currently brings'

more money for research into its'state than any other university in the nation.

After decades of growth supported by the state, can the UW System provide

educational opportunity of good quality for the increasing enrollments p 'ected

for the next five Aars on the basis of staqc or declining state suppo t? The

System Planning Task Force found this to be clearly impossible. After a base

budg.9.t retrenchment of $21,500,000 in 1973-75,'and an erosion of purchasing

power due to inflation of $19,000,000, the System now faces sertous erosion of

quality in the biennium just ahead. The signs of erosion are.not mysterious:

_-re-dure-Triaieraccion between students and faculty; less counselling-and advising

for stpcients; obsolescent equipment; substitution of demonstrations for hands-on

laboratory work; lack of acceSs to the best of current scholarly writing. All

of these signs of erosion will be magnified if the universities seek to absorb

projected enrollment increases with fewer staff and fess teachin3 materials.

Pcje 3,1 whIch fbllows provides graphic insight into our currently,increasing gap

becween jrowing enrollments and declining real dollar state GPR support. (It

abso appears as Exhibit 6 in the Appendix.
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Access to genuine educational opportunity must be access to Programs' of

quality. The UW System cannot absorb the additional enrollments expected

with a static pr declining base budget, without sacrificing the genuine oppor-

tunity represented by educatAon of quality. In the short term, of course,

'universities will defer some needs, and make do with improvised responses

to shortages gf teaching eqUipment and supplies in order to.protect their

capacity to provide education of quality. In.the longer i:erm, if the

relative level of resources is to be satic or declining, quality can be

protected only by reducing the level of access to educational opportunity.
N

Additional References: Task Force, Book I: Chapter,H, pp. g-7, Chapter VI,

Section D; Chapter. VIII, p. 2

President Findings and Conclus.tons: Access, and quality have theili costs and

the following can be said about .mintaining both, as the Governor's directive

urges:
0

(a) Access to iligher educational opportunity.is a tragic and counter-

productive delusion if the services are not ojrquatity.

(b) If Wisconsin remains committed to access at current levels ald to

quality at no less than current levels, therep.Olic investment in

university education, adjusted for inflation, will need to increase

at some reasonable rate (though considerably less rapidly than in

thc_last decade)-to-provide
services of quality to existin3 and

additional students and to fund fixed cost and staff compensation

changes.
/MENA

Per?ectz:ve #3: THE INTERR-ELATIONSHIP 0; CARPU3---s-g-L7,' wssroN cos7;s

-The Task Force Report properly notes that per-student costs tend to rise

rapidly non a campus' with declining enrollment's because,fixed costs for

the campus and incremental costs for sustaining its current mission breadth

cannot be reduced in proportion to, nor with thejmMediacy of, the reduction

in students being served.

The minimum size at which a campuS can be both cost and quality effective.

.cannot.be calculated definitively and, assuming that the...state wishes to

sustain both present access points and campuses of varyinsize, has to be

relative. Cost experience within the System and in other states does tend

to suggest the Following generalizAions: .

a. A tlulti-purpose university with a limited range of first level

graduate work in addition to a reasonably-broad undergraduate

curriculum 'can be cost and quality effective with 5,000 UE to

7,000 FTE students.

b. With a reduced range of undergraduate and perhaps one or VA)

' graduate pYograms of An umbrella variety, a multi-purpose univer=

sity can still remain cost and quaLity 1..ffective with 3,000 FTE ,

to 4,000 FTE students.
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c. A relatively limiEed purpose, four-year college can be cost and
quality effective.with 2,000 FTE to 3,000 FTE students.

4

d. A limited purposetwo-year campus providing reiident instruction

can be cost And quality effective with a minimuM of from 250 FTE

to 350 FTE students.

Additional References: Task Force, Book I, Chapter II', pp. 8-9; Chapter IV,
Section E.

President's Findings and Conclusions: Assuming that, even\in,a.period of
oontinued enrollment growth for the'System, some campuses may-experience
enrollment dec1ine, two actions would be necessary'given limited resources:

, (a) A four-year campus'facing declining enrollments must initiate reductions

in the breadth of its mission, the range of its programs-and the

complexity oftts organization in order to remain both cost and
quality effective.

(b) To facilitate such adaptation of misaions and programs, a campus
must be.able to effect changes in an environment where four-year
expectations of resources and enrollments are carefully designed,
managed and assured. Anything less will only Elliott crisis responses
and ot4er actions which do not promise either cost.or quality effective-
ness.

Perspective #4: viEJATELIMILMOULIT_AgIONMEMEALUELSELLM
AND COST

The Task Force pursued an inveatigation of the interrelations.of academic
program size, quality and cost because of the frequent concern expresaed Tier

"unnecessary" program duplication. It is important to recall that program
duplication is both proper and natural in a multicampus system of universities:
Indeed, the core missions of the various institutional clusters represent an
expe6tation that certain programs must and will be made available,(i.e.
duplicated) in all institutions.

The problem arises when an academic program either in,tfie basic curricular
offerings or in the special or select mission emphasis of a campus has a
relatively'small number of'majors. The problem is accentuated when the
academic program is a particularly costly one even with-capicity usage, or
when it As one of a limited number in the System and has considerably less
utilization than its counterparts elsewhere.

V
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President's Findings and Conclusions:

(a) An& university'S mission in maintaining the basic disciplines appropriate

to its core missionAnourishing our cultural heritagesand in,advancing

the frontiers of knowledge will,-require some programs.which may not be
cost effective at particular times in terms of numbers of studentsi but
winch must be present and be quail* effective. They must be sustained.

(b) Becauie faculty for wprogram with fewmajors may, in fact, carry d
much heavier "service load" in support of other majors, or be diwn
from faculty hired primarily.or jointly for other majors (as a more
productive technique), the judgment that a given academie program may
be "too small to be cost effective" must be exaMined with.particularity ,

(i.e. not in isolation),.

(c) Graduate programs cannoealways be viewed independent of undergraduate.

Trograms or ofrelated institutional missions (e.g. research).

(d) Conclusion: Academic prograMs with few,majors should continue to be
examined relative.to their quality and cost effectiveness. If quality

cannot be maintained at reasonabl cost and irthe program is not
intrinsic to the core mission of the institution, the campus should

iriitiate its phase-out.

Perspective #5! UNIVERSITIES AND THE CHANGING NEEDS OF SOCIETY

The fifth and final perspective.comprising thetontext for long-range

plannimkin the University System suggests that societies facing complex
problems have an increased need (rather than a diminished need) for expanding

theitknowledge base and equipping their citizens with advanced education.

It is conceivable that reducing the scope of an advanced knowledge net-

Work (the universities) in response lo current economic difficulties,may
serve to prolong and intensify-the problem rattmr than help to.solve it.

in a word, there is considerable evidence to suggest that such a step would

be "counter-productive."

It is our experience that theJrapid growth in societal need for know-

ledge and knowledge workers and the rapfd change in the complexity and scope
of the knowledge relevant and responsive to that need,..crente tntense

'pressure torchange in: teaching and learning methods; organization and:

focus/of curricula; adaptation and focus in research and scholarly activity
and newJefforts at the-rapid dissemination of knowledge tb affected persons
and groups. In short, universities in the next two decades must remain
intelleiztually rigorous and curricularly restponSive in meeting the changing

needs of soaety. Adaptatton does not imply loss of the essence Of'a true
unWereity---a publia unihwersity is scholarly energy devoted to the public
good. -its ideas and its s i it must:be free, but itcannot ignore the
"CETinging needs of the soci y-Which charters it.

, 3 2



Effective change in universitiqs is more.'evOrUt$onary than

revolutionary. It is better enCouraged, than mandated. It is, a.,

. fUnction oflong-range planning and incenties, not short-range constraints

and excisions,. Some argue that universities never change or tbat they

change only when threatened; both views reflect impatience rather than
fact.

Additional References:. Task Force, Book I; Chapter 11, Prologue; ChIptdr V,
Section D.

President's Findings and Conclusions: The Regents of the merged SYstem have
sought'to fashion a pZanning environment which facilitates adaptation and
change within the System.

-

(a) It is our conviction thqt the incentives far change (amd thus change
itself) have been diminished by public policy which mandates and
extracts "savings" inadvance.

(b) Effective efforts by the University System to sustain quality and
access white reducing costs for exulting programs should be rewarded
by allocation of resources thus assembled,tooeupport of educational
changes needed by society.

. ,

(c) At the.iame time, the state must from time to time be willing to
invest additional Ands in the.University System quite unrelated to
fixed coit and workload items. lt must'be wilting to invest in
research, in the development of new educationaZ delivery system
and in other new ventures which mat be proved before old ways arV.
set aside or modified. -

1.

NOTE: Another perspective (pconomic impact of campus closina on its
host comunity'or region) was Arnished just prior to preparation
of this report. It-is Book III of the Task Force . reportgahd a
summary appears as Exhibit ? in the Appendix to this report.
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'PART TWO: PRESENT LONG-RANGE PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS

'OPERATING IN THE U.W. SYSTEM
--

A. Introduction

PART TWO responds to op expectation of Board President Pelisek (see letter

,
of March 28, 1975, Exhibitr3, Appendix) and of the System President that the

Governor's request and his assumptions concerning' long-range planning for

the System should be examined by state government and the public in relationship

to the present planning assumptions.and efforts of the U.W. System itself.

In this way the people of Wisconsin and their elected representatives can

best judge whether the present public policy assumptions of the U.W. System

merit support, or should be now.changed by directives from state government to

-reducethe scope of the System in specified ways.

As the basist such a judgment, the University of_Wisconsin System in

PART TWO states the long-range planning assumptions it is currently usini and

recommends as wise public policy for Wisconsin. The present activities to

implement these assumptionl.are set forth briefly, together with some suggestions

for establishing a more effective planning relationship with state gdveinment.

The fiscal implications of-the present assumptions and suggested improvements

are stated Slong with the type of legislative action which would best undergird

this approach.

B. Pfesent Planning Assumptions of the U.W. System 0

1. The-4:W. System believes that it is wise public policy for the State

of Wisconsin to continue to seek maximum feasible access for Wisconsin

citizens to higher educational opportunity of good quality, and to the

public benefits which flow from the-advancement of knowledge.-

2. The System assumes that the miintenance of such access and qUality

requires continuing an array of institutions sufficient to assure:

(a) Access to instructional environments of varying size, purpose,

and complexity;

(b) Regional service to commuter populations and to enhancement of

the intellectual, cultural, andtonomic life of regions-of the

state;

(c) Focused attention to the needs of urban populadOns and the

problems of urbanization;

(d) Enhancement of the research,
1

and graduate and advanced professional

instruction which Assists Wisconsin and.the nation in the advance-,

illent of learning, address.to societal problems, and preparation for

the future;

.4(e) EnhanCed effort to make resources of knowledge and instruction

available to Wisconsin citizens and agencies..
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3. the Sy tem assumOrresponsibility to achieve provision of such services

for the people ofNisconsin at the lowest feasible cost condistent with

good_qualitv..- To this end, dhe System has initiated and will intensify

efforts to phase bulks. phase down, tr otherwise change institutions and

programs which'fail to mtet reasonable performance expectations in

terms of costs, productivity, quality, responsiveness to societal need,

or mission centrality, and'to tranifer resources from lower priority effort

however meritorious, to higher priority'efforts requiring such resourcese

4. The SyStem.assuMes that effective long-range planning, and effective'

management-of fiscal, human, and physical resources are prerequisites

for efficiOnt and productive performance.

C. Present Processes tO Control Costs While Being Responsive to Societal Needs

- It needs to be emphasized that &ring the period of crisis.management of the

last four years, now projected4into the coming biennium, the University System

and its institutions have moved ot multiple fronts to strengtfien their Planning,

management ofocosts, and adaptation to emerging societal needs.

These.aChievements, realized under condipions of maximum fiscalunciitainty

and uncertainty as to public policy concerning higher education, underline the

fact that the System and its institutions have-sought to create an environment

within the 'System conducive to effective planning, prodUctivitv, and resourde

management,. /f this initiati'Ve for planning and educational performance could

be reinforced by more stable public policy and fiscal relationships with state

government, major lxnefits to the state would follow.

A quick summarif of What has been accomplished by the System and its

institutions to this time follows:

1. Core miisions have been established for each of the three clusters

of institutions in the System, snd select or special missions bv0

each'institution.

2: Each institution has carried out a "zero base" review of dll its'

instructional and support activities. In addition to meeting

productivity requirements placed by the State, dhrough phaut out

or phase'down of low priority activities, institutions have reallocated

some.$7.5 million from lower priority activities to higher priority

programs more responsive to current societal need. It should be noted,

that\significant reallocations of base funds between institutions have

been.implemented to target available resources for instructional needs:

$1.5 million has been reallocated frOm developing.institutionsifdd the

Center System to other institutions in the University Cluster. 1

3. Rigorous review oi all new program proposals has been established;
only programs meeting the most severe tests at the school/college,

institutional and System levels are'now brought to the Regents for

first reading, final discussion, and action. While the initiative of

faculty to respond to societal.need through programmatic change will

continue to be emphasized, the reconciliation oesuch proposals with
their'cost implications imposes limitations on System ability to accede

to such redtests.
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4. Audits and reviews of all master's and specialist programs havqbeen

completed through the initial phase. Some 49 programs have been

phased out. In seven cases, prdgram-consolidations have taken place. '

An additional 78 programa marked for regional review are neceiving

such scrutiny this year, and 60 programs placed on probationary status

will be reviewed,again in 1975-76.

Audits and reviews of,all doctoral and undergraduate programa.and

Phase II of the maxter's audit,have been started. Progress reports

will be presented to the Board in late 1975, and most campusei will

have completed tArst round audit and review in 1976.

All zampuses now have in place procedures for continuing audit and

and review of all academic programs.

7, Systemwide examinatione of
unprecedented.thoroughness-halie set the

stage for effettive long-range pianning in the folloWingireas:

Health Sciences, Computing, Engineering/Technologi, Agriculture,

Business Adminiatration, Teacher Eshication, Minority and Disadvantaged

Programa, Women's Studies, and Ethnic Studies, Comprehensive Task

Force Reports in eight of theseAfeas have.been received by the Regents

an are now-under study by System and Central:staff for application to

pla ing decisions.

8. Hew acufty personnel rules for the System have been completed and

placed in the State Administrative Code. Academic staff personnel

rules are nearing completion.

9. The Regents have adopted System policies on: minority and disadvantaged ,

programs, affirmative action, women'sprograms, student evaluation of

instruction, interim guidelines on student participation in governance,

andon admissiOns and credit transfer. 4

10. All campuses are preparing ten-year academic plans as inputs'to the .

development of the Long-Range Academic Plan (LQRAP) for the System.

11 Interinstitutional
cooperation within theAVW System promises additional

, benefits from existing resources: statewide library resources are .

being developed and shared through the Wisconsin Inter-Library Loan

Service; a post-merger, student credit transfer policy contributes to

post savings for both.the individual
student,and the institutions. :

12. Cooperation and coordinaiion with other educational systeuis offers

significant educational benefits: the Wisconsin-Minnesota Compact has

established an important basis,for institutional cooperation between the

two states; tne Michigan-Wisconsin border agreements pertaining to' .

program and residency status of UW Center-Marinette and UW-Green Bay

faciiitate inteistate student flow while reducing program redundancy;

the participation of UW-Superior In the Lake Superior Association of

Colleges andpniversities, and in the Twin Ports consortial activity

involving the College Of St. Stholastica and the University of Minnesota-

Duluth, has signifidant potential for the future of higher educational

opportunity in northOestern Wisconsin. 4
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13. Integration of planning effort with Wisconsin agencies havibg

involvement in educational policy formulation has been upgraded.

Among ehose uita and agencies of state government with which an

-increased ley Lof interaction has been benefIcial are: WBVTAE

(Wisconsin Bo rd of Vocational, Technical and Adult,Education);

Educational cJninunications Board; the Higher Educational Aids Board;

, the State Mailpower Council; and the WisconsinEnvironmental Education

,

14. Reviews of pre-merger policy statements involving the following are

underway and at various stages of completion: Student Disciplinary

Guidelines; Graduate Guidelines (Chapter 37); and Educational COde

and Percent Limitation by Rank Policy (Chapter 37).

15. An Adademic Planning Statement Series has been inaugurated with two

statements now approved by the Board and two more to be presented

for first reading in April, 1975:

ACPS-1, UAivereity of Wisconsin Planning Principles. (Approved)

ACPS-2,'The ApOication of Job Maiket Lad Placemegt Information

to Academic Planning. (Approved).

vACPS-3, Faculty Development and Renewal: An Issue for the 1970's

and Beyond. (First reading, April, 1975)

ACPS74, Adadettic Year Definitidn and Assorted Derivatives. (First

reading, April, 1975)

16. lb facilitate the flOw of information between the institutions and

the Office of the Senior Vice President for ACademic Affairs, ar.

Academic Informatioriel Series was initiated. Two papers have been

distributed to theArstem to date:

AdS-1, Academic Program-Guidelinee
ACIS-2, Policy Revirding Offering of Undergraduate and Graduate, and

Other Instructional Programs Beyond the Boundaries of the

State by UW-System Units0

17. Special academic progtam analyses have been completed in the areas

of Law and Criminal Justice in'connection with long-range planning

of the Syitem.

D. Further planning steps proposed by the U.W. System to strengthen efficient

management of reiources and educational performance

1. A recommendation to strengthen performance ancrdevelopment of regional

consortia:

a. Observing the effective performance of the voluntary association .

developed.by the West Central Wisconsin Consoreium (WCWC), the

Regents should now move to identify this organization ae a

continuing structure for 4anning, coordination, resourCe sharing,

and program review in the West Central Wisconsin region. '
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b. Specifically, membership in WCWC should be a continuing

obligation of the universities now involved, with flexibility-

.' for additional membership-as the Consortium may approve. The

Consortium should be given responsibility for regional academic

planning and should bring to the Regents, via the President

on behalf of its member institutions, proposals on program

rconsolidation, phase out, or initiation, as well as proposals \
on shared sipport service and support service consolidations.

In recognition of the regional planning effort, Central

Administiation will place increased weight on the majority

recommendations of the Consortium. If the System's proposal

on establishing enrollment and resource targets for campuses

on a four-year front is affirmed, WCWC should beasked by -

System Administration to recommend such targets for its member

institutions within regional pargets set by the System, and

within any policy guidelines established by the Regents.

Preliminary discussions are continuing concerning three additional

configurations of consortia: A Northeastern Wisconsin Consorttum

of UW-Oshkosh, UW-Green Bay, and UW-Stevens Point; a Southern

Wisco.-in Consortium of UW-Pa&side, UW-Whitewater, and UWPlatteville;

an. an'Urban Corridor. Consoriliam of UW-Parkside, UW-Milwaukee,

-Gteen Bay, and UW-Oshkosh. Discussion pursuant to formalizing

cooperative relationships for those,configurations which can produce

results should lead to a planning report to the Regents or their

January, 1976 meeting,.
6

2. A recommendation on the feasibility-study of consolidation of

laLS4peri9, and Wq-Duluth

a. Rec izing the need ta maintain a major university center.in

the s arsely populated.but important region-of Northwestern

Wisconsin and Northeastern Minnesota, and recognizing the

feasibility study on posaible consolidation of UW-Superior and

UM=Duluth now underway as a means of achieving this goal efficiently,

it is recommended that the Regents and state government.now endorse

in principle the, concept of consolidation. Should current studies

indicate the feasibility of consolidation, enabling,legislation for

:final planning should be brought tcithe 1977 session of the Wisconsin

Legislature with a goal of formal consolidation in 1979. Consolidation

'could take either dhe form of "confederation" or of "merger," which-

ever proves more feasible.

b., The Regents, Central Administration, UW-Sup rior, and state government

-should initiate discussions with counterpa t persons and agencies

in Minnesota pursuant both to exploration f the feasibility of

6
the goal set_in 2-a. above, and as a cant ibutidn to the feasibility

study now undertaken by the Lake Superior Association of Colleges

and Universities.
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3. System reinforcement of campuil-based audits and reviews of programs

to facilitate Dhaseput or transformation of unproductive, loy

1. tve ,r..rams/I- 0.

Recognizing that the institutional audits and reviews now in process

do not fully meet the task of reviewing program areas replicated in

several institutions, it is recomdended that the Central Administration

initiate in 1975-76 a limited range-of lateral audits of program

areas selected by preliminary screening of such areas for indicators

of productivity, cost,, and quality, and that recommendations based on

such audits be brought.to the Regents duiing the 197546 fiscal year.

4. Strengthened inter-System resource sharing wtithTTAE

Retognizing the effective cooperative planning.now underway in the'

three joint administrative committees maintained by the University

System and VTAE, it is recommended that each ofthese committees
undertake in 1975-76 one or mote task force studies of program

relationships in specific program areas served by both Systems.

Reports including recommendations as to the meansAy which more

effective resource sharing could be achieved should be brought to

the-two Boards.

Increased recognition of the total educational resources of the State

Recognizing that efficient Management of State resources requires a

greater,awareness of the aeademic program offerings of the State's

private colleges and univereitiesk.the University'of Wisconsin plans

to encourage active patticipation by these colleges and universities

in its long-range academic planning efforts. Ideally, cooperative

and Coordinated planning ehe University of Wisconsin campuses

and the private colleges and u iversities should be undertaken at the

regional level (as part of the\consortial efforts).

As an initial step, it is,reco ended that Central Administration

initiate discussions with the Ex cutive Director of the Wisconsin

Association of Independent Colle es and Universities for the

purpose of developing an appropriate forum in which information exchange

and coordinated planning can be pursued.

E. LmprovinK the Planning Environment--Background and a Proposal

1. -Background
\

I

a. For two decades following Wild War II, public universities in

Wisconsin and the nation worked within a reasonably clear relation-

b

ship with state government as to expectations held for their

performance, and the basis fro which their resourte requirements;

would be met. This was a ere). d of rapid growth.- Increased

resources did not always me t011y the dimensions of this growth,

but the base budgets of uni eraities were,generally expanding,

and ongoing commitments to fac lty and staff, tO instruction,

to instructional support, and, o support serVicer could be honored.

The two major base points for effebtive long-range plann4ing were

.
available, La the sense that:
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IP

(I) At least the floor expectation concerning fiscal resources

could be anticipated for a four-year period.

(2) The probable level of enrollments an.: distribution of

enrollments could be anticipated.

b. In the last decade, but more particularly in the last four

years, one key prerequisite for effective planning and

resource management has largely disappeated. Far from being

able to anticipate resource
expectations on a two- to four-year

projection,.the Univeriity System has faced year-to-year, and .

sometimes month-to.4onth uncertainties.

Retrenchment requirements in base budgets (e.g., productivity

savings) have been overlaid 'atop earlfer forced savingp

requirements.

,

Midstream and midyear austerity programs have required return

of millions of dollars in committed funds to the state treasury.

Tightly-drawn formulas 63r funding the incremental costs of

additional student enrollments were established by state

government in one biennium, partially suspended in the next,

then abandoned without replacement in proposals for ehe

upcoming biennium.

This circumstance has produced an environment which seriously under-

mines effective long-range academic planning and effective resource

managemeqt. Crisis management of programs and resources means that

pro:7rams and people are sometimes cut in terms of their vulnerability

to immediate fiscal necessity rather than in terms of carefully thought

throvh planning and phased implementation ofoppropriate changes.

The rapid changes in the basis for U.W. System fiscal expectations

have been matched by equally rapid and unpredictable changes in

the basis for accountability. While the System has moved-to

establish a Central Information System, which can efficiently

deliver the basic information on university operations required

for effective System
management of resources, it has concurrently

received or been subjected to:

a constant flow of ad hoc requests for data requiring the

production of special reports from all of its institutions;

mandates to perform special studiè requiring hundreds of

,hours of staff and faculty time, mos't of.which seem to have

had no consequential
relationship either to effective uriiversity

planning or to public policy;

a barrage of external analyses of its academic"operations and

frequently without comment or review by university people most

.knowledgeable about the area under study.

Again, hundreds of hours of staff and faculty time have been

consumed in correcting erroneous assumptions, dubious data

'interpretations, and unworkable hypotheses flowing from such

vagrant studies. ,

4,0
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The net effect has been an environment which has diverted
imetense amounts of university energy away from productive
planning and administration to diffuse, unpredictable, and
unproductive activity. The issues reised are thOse of
accountability and cost-benefit. The U.W. System and its
institutions seek to be accountable. TO be po they need
the oppo:rtuol.tY to establish with state government-,- acting
in a spirit of common concern for the public interest, the
kinds of information and reports which will provide for such
abcountability. Effective planning of the use of staff and.
faculty time, Of resources,'and of resource needs would-be
eih-Anced 14 such an environment.

d. Responsibility,for decisions on the scope of the University
of Wisconsin System, the expectations held for the performance
.of that System, andthe resources to be made available to that
System are matters of public policy. jbe University System
will be guided by the determinations of state government, as

, representatives of the people, on such public policy,matters.
But if it is an expectation of state government that the
University System will plan-effectively the use of resources'
made available, and manage these resources wisely, then a new
planning relationship between state government and the University
System must be established.

2. A Proposal for a 2+2 Planning/Budget Cycle

Recognizing both the immediate fiscal problems associated with
recession, and longer term problems associated with the coafe of
public services, the University System most urgently advances the
following proposal for establishing a new planning and performance
relationship between the System and state governmenewhich will
enhance wise planning and management of resources. '

a., Purposes

(1):Dp,make rational and effective planning of resource
allocations possible;

° (2) To assure orderly and cost and qualityeffective adaptation
of institutional missions and programs to enrollment and
resource targets;

'(3) To establish a process sgpporting the transformation,
phase down, or phase out of programs or campuses not
meeting reasonable cost and quality/standards;

(4) TO permit development of a University System-capable of
orderly adaptation to.the future needs of society, both
as these are'experienced and as they may be anticipated.

b. Provisions

(1) In keeping with the sOirit of s. 16.42, Wisconsin S'Atutes
and in an extension of that goal-objective-performnce
approach to state hudgeting, the U.W. System will submit
'triennially a 2+2 budget proposal (or contract) covering-A
four-year, rolling base period.

,t4 1,
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(2) In its 2+2 propOsal, the iystem will:

(a) Establish campus-by-campus enrollment targets by level

and program mix.

(b) Define the incremenal missions beyond the core

instructional mies6n for each campus.

(c) IdentifY annual fixed and incremental costs related

4- tO (a), and (b) above, on a two-year plus fwo-year

basis and specify all other budget increase requests

(e.g., compensation and new and changed services) on

a two-year only basis (as at present).
. ,

(d) Propose GPR/Fee shares of ongoing inetruction related

budgets.

(e) Define implications for campus planning including -

. the time table for decisions on adjustments needed

to mairntain balance between program activities,

maintenance of quality, andsresourCe forecasts.

(f) Specify performance targets and yearly berChmarks

for the campuses irirelation to both the core

instructional mission and'incremental missions.

. _

(3) If this propo'sal is accepted thelState of Wisconsin would

then review the 2+2 budget proposal mid, resources

permitting, will:

-' (a) Identify two years certain,;plus an additional:two-year

, tentative budget authorf.zatkon.for fixed cost and

borkload indrease (e.g., enrollments) under the

conditions in. (2)(a-c) above.

(b) Act on balance of budget request- (e.g.;--(compensation

and new and changed services) in:regular fashion.

(c) Confirm GPR/Fee revenue requirement for biennium

(plus tentative policy.for secdnd biennium).

(1) Specify any special "forced savings" requirements

on a 2+2 basis.

The University System understands that no legislatUre can

commit funding for more thq4 two years, nor can,the state

any more than the University System be free from suckfiscal

,crises as may flow from an event such as the current recession. ,

Neither the stat nor the University System can expect to be

wholly free.from ann or biennial crises concerning resources

or unanticipated
problems or needs.

Nevertheless, it is possible

to normalize the basis for resource
expectations on the part of

the Systemjby projecting the policy bases for such expectations

on a four-year front, and by annual updating of the projections

to maintain a four-year front on the development, of new bases

for fuhding and the time when these became applicable.," The

.
result would be a stable environrient for planning in which

resource abberations would be exceptionerather t:Ian ruZe,

4 2,
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F. Long-range fiscal implications of the _planning_ assumotiOne made by
the U.W. System and the proposal for an improved environment for
planning and management made by the System.

1. If the State affirms the public policy assumptions recommended
by the U.W. Systemand the funding implications of maintaining
levels of access and quality contained therein, the fiscal
implications would be as follows:

UniVersity resource requirements, as represented by current
budgets, adjusted for price increases a compensation
adjustments, would increase modestly to pport the marginal
costs of new students and other workloa . The rate of increase
would be sharply less:than that experienrd in the period of
rapid growth from 1946 to 1970.'

7

b.- The planning relationship proposed between state government
And 'the System would assure the most cost effective use
possible of current resources of personnel and facilities.

c. To the extent specifiedby state_ government, moderate requests
for additional resources beyond-those needed for maintenance
ofhccess and quality would be forthcoming from the University
Sy4em, subject.to specific review by state government.

43



AN IMPORTANT TRANSITIONAL NOTE:

THE RELATIONSHIPS OF PART TWOAND PART THREE

In one important, way the planning assumptions and processes of the Regents as

presented in PART TWO could lead to certain changes in the University System

similar to those which would foliar,' from the Governor's
assumptions and the

actions needed to,sustain his assumptions:

The Regents have been, and are prepared to provide alternative educational

use.'or io phase out, any U.W. Centers not meeting quality-cost-size

criteria identified in this Report.

The Regents are prepared ta change the mission and reduce the scope of any

university whenYour-uear enrollment projections and fiscal projections

make such phase down desirable in order to sustain quaZity, at a reasonable

per student cost level for the university.

The Regents, the System, and the institutions will continue to phase

put or alter programs which do not meet
reasonable tests of quality,

cost, productivity,
responsiveness to soCietal need, or centrlity to filiation

Any.resources freed by_suc. 's will be directed to high priority needs to-

sustain the quality of the and its responstveness
to newty emergIng

neede iT the people of Wiscons,..:-

In other important ways thepianning assumptions,and processes of the Regents

differ markedly from the Governor's fiscal assumption (stated in FART THREE

Allowing), the public policy-implication of his assumption, and the legislative

action which would be indicigted_now if the Governor s assumptions are sustained.

These differences can
be-set forM in a summary way:

1. The Regents assume that it is in the public interest for the statito

provide the resources neededto sustain citizen access to higher

educational opportunity.
Given the projected enrollment increases of

the next five years, this will require marginal investment of state

.resources above those needed to sustain quality in the System at its

present level of service.

-The-fiscal assumption in the
Governor's.requeat to the Board of Regents

is that such resource
expectations either will not, or'should not, or

cannot be met, and that therefore the System should now move to reduce

its scope and range of educational opportunity and service.

2. The Regents propose a planning process which would enable the System

to move on a four-year front on reductions in scope when and if state

projections of resource
expectations, or when and if projections of

declining enrollments could be made.

-The fiscal assumption in the Governor's reqUesp is that static or

declining resources can or should be projected now for the next several

biennia, and that direction to reduce the scope of the System should

therefore be given now.
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:
CRITERIA AND

PROCEDURES FOR
IMPLEMENTING REDUCTION IN'THE

OF THE VW SYSTEM UNDER THE GOVERNOR'S FISCAL ASSUMPTIONS

time Underlying the Governoris Request

-0111 the
content of his January 8-, 1975 letter as amplified in

t staff discussions, the
following assumptioni can be

14111Mitisd as initiating the Governor's apparent
conclusion that the

liablie interest
of the State Of Wisconsin will be beqt served'if the<

o scope of the University
System is reduced over the next decade:

1110
thilGovernor's judgment,

the state's,priorities in allocating

tho tax resources
available to it will not sustain supPort for the

Vaissrsity System over, the next decade at a
level sufficient to -

militate its present scope and quality. The' m6st the University

System can expect in this period is additional support to'cover

salary increases and inflationary price increases. (The Governor's

budget recommendations for
1975-77 do not cover price.increases.)

turollinants will decline in thedecade of the 1980's and.fall below

levels whiCh justify the preseht array of institutions and programs.

'Resourcu required
beyond the levels

stipulated in A.1: to sustain

"laity, meet workload increases, and support needed program changes

Met come primarily from retrenChment of the current base budgets of

intitutions and programs.,

ir
of the Universit S stem

16-Usiversity System studies do not sustain the anticipation of enrollment

dioanes sio a basis for reducing the scope the System. Unless

.rootricted or depressed by admission restri tilns or increasing cost

r Warriors, enrollments
will rise for the next five years, And may rise,

cousin relatively constant,,or decline, after 1983. Decisions now to

allUlapjOLL2L_wollment declines
after 1983 wopld not be warranted.

. s t
Governor's ASS= tion aboutthe level o tscal su port possible

ipth. next decade is sustained by the legislature then reduction in

sco0e.of the System would be warranted. It is not possible to

oointain quality, meet workload
increases, and meet new program needs'

lar *II of the current institutions
and prograMs on thebasis of static

or declining resources.

Moiling or phcisi'ng down institutions or
programs in order to free '-

fitources io sustain the remaining
Instil:taigas ahd programs can only

. be effective if "phase out" or "phase down" decisions are accompenied

bY tem down" of access to higher educational
opportunity for some

Tub Force studies indicate clearly,that "phase Out" Or'"phdse down"

dsaisions.do not free up4significant dollars
if the students displaced

111Lajaen access at other institutions intim System. Reducing the

Hops of the System to free up dollars meand reducing the scope of

Wilootionsa services idio some WiscOnsin citizens.
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C. Public Policy Implication of the Governor's Fiscal Assumptions

The major public policy decision placed before state government by **.le
Governof's fiscal assumritions is whet er:

1. It judges the U.W. System's fisca and enrallment_prospects pr the
next decade to be sufficiently unliertain as to warrant the immediate
iqitiation'of steps to reduce the present scope and access points of
that System in order to sustain quality with extremely limited resources,

,2. It judges the state to be bettelisgerved by reaffirmation of its tradi-
tional priority commitment to provide higher educational opportunity
and services of quality to those people wishing and able to benefit
from them, affirmation of the Syst4m's present planning approach"and
the resource requirements inherent in'such an approaph.

D. -Recommendations of the.University of Wisconsin System

IF STATE GOVERNMENT DETERMINES THAT IT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO AFFIRM
THE GOVERNOR'S FISCAL ASSUMPTIONS, THEN:

There should be a Legislative finding tn that effeot and a legislative
mandate to,the Regents to proceed to implement rfiductions in ecnpo under
a public policy determination thaefor fiscal reasons, access to higher
educational oppprtunity in the State of Wisconsin should be reduced.

If a legislative mandate to reduce the scope of.the System is to be given,
then the U.W. System recompends that the mandate be.given for one or more
of the following classes of decisions to be taken in the order in which
these classes of decisions are here listed:

1. A mandate to phase out, or-atherwise'provide alternative use for a
specific number of U.W. Centers selected on the basis of criteria
stated ia this report.

2. A mandate to phase out or phase down one or more University Cluster
campuses to be selected on the basis of criteria statea in this report.

3. A mandate to phase out, phase down, or consolidate programs in the
Doctoral Cluster, University Extension, and other institutions not
affected by Steps 1. and 2. above.

In addition, the U.W. System Would expect to accomplish concurrent
reductions in Central Administrativq costs.

For ea& class of decisions presented above as a poisible consequence of
affirmation of the Governor's fisdal assumptions, the following information
is provided in Subsections I-III which follow: '

1. A statement of the oriteriel recommended for selectin the'units to be

affected,

2. A statement of the proceduresto be followed in reaching a final decision.

3. A statement of the form of the legislative mandate which would direct

and authorize the Regents io prqceed with each of the classes of
decisions possible to.reduce the scope of the System.

4 6
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I. THE CENTER SYSTEM

rFor relationships to PART Tht) pranning activities, see transitional note on

page 18.)

dboo
A. The Criteria,

If the decision is to phase out or devise alternatiye ses of selected

Center campuses, the following criteria should be aPtedy

1. The first campuses to be examined for a change in status should be

those:

(a) Whose.current or projected enrol
below 250 stdderits (FTE), and/Or

(b) Whose current or projected

;'

omposite support indexes are more

than 207. in excess ok Cente System averalp,*',
,
,

ts_ on a foUr-yea'r front fall

2. In determining the order within any group of Centers.selected-by

criteria 1(a) and (b) above, and judging the'best optioi; for any

.Center being examined, the following additional conaidetations

should be applied:

(a) Location vis-a-vis other public campuses and educational ervices.

(b) Relationships in terms of full-time and part-time studen s, program

completion and transfer rates, coemuting and residence proportions,

presence of System or region unique programs.or 'services;

(c) Relationships among size, cost, and quality.

Current Costs (is measured by a Composite Support Index). and current and

projected enrolLments for all Center System campuses Are listed on the

following page in descending cost order; those whose cost indexes exceed

the 'Center System average by 207. are asterislied.

* This 207. threshold is intended for use in initial (1975-77) consider-

ptions omilz a more suitable method may evolve as we gip experience.

The range of campus enrollment size in the Center,System is so great

that there is danger of a repeated "averaging down" if higher cost

campuses are .eliminated.



Center . 1974-75 Co'st 1974-75 FTE FTE Enrollment Projections

Campus Index Enrollment

.

Medford
*

62.35 115

Baraboo 58.08' 230
--

Richland* 50.80 247

, Martnette 50.10 26

Marshfield 47.09 .336

Rock 46.93 346

Barron 44.87 458
,

Sheboygan- 43.34 451

- f,

Marathon , 42.56 656

Wadhington 42.47 418

Fond du Lac 39.41

Manitowoc 35.16

Waukesha' 34.17

Fox Valley 34.03

B. The FrocedurdS

560

288

1,256

48

1980-81 1982-83

113 107 °

227 215

253 240

280 266

396 376

400 380

492 467

590 475

'673 638

446 423

595 565

259 - 245

1,298 1,229

393 373

Campuses selected under the appropriate legislative mandate and application

of criteria should be examined prior to final decision through the following

procedures:

1. 4tep /: Invedtixation of alternatives

The Regents should explore each of the following alternative futures

for the selected Center, seeking an appraisal.of the feasibility of

each, and the relative merit of each feasible alternative:

(a) Reduced curricular.breadth: Historical efforts to provide a

freshman-sophOmore curriculum at each Center which is reasonably

comparable to the basic lower division curriculum at a typical

univeriity of the System has meant considerably higher cost at

the smaller Centers.

It would be reasonable to simulate a reduction in the curriculum

at a selected Center to judge whether or not the curriculum that

could ,be maintained within the cost-threshold set by the Regents'

criterion would providg:a good quality, although limited two-year

4 8
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program for students and would make it possible for such students

to complete baccalaureate programs in the liberal arts within the

/ U.W. System without loss of time.

This option would not reducethe institutional scope of the

-System-but-it:-would
reduce-the...program-save of the selected

campus and reduce.the State's financial commitment thrOugh-tiiiie-7

to the selected Center.

(b) Alternative educational use option: If-option (a) is not feasible,

the Regents should examine two forms of alternative.educational

use for the Center tampus,.testing each as to its cost-effectiveness

in delivering educational services within the cost thresholds for

continued System operation:

(1) Conversion of the.Center into anAdult Education and Learning

Resource Center operated by University Extension. It would

appear to,be feasible to establish some-level of continuing

educational use of a Center comma at costawithin the Regents'

thresholds. An experiment could be undertaken as to the

possibility of providing good quality lower division work

-through use of a limited number of resident mentors aided by

commuting faculty or mediated instructional programs.

(2) Establish coordinate campus relationships with VTAE, providing

for joint operation of the Center under a'comnon taxpayer.

support formula; or simply change to a VTAE institution,either

with or without entitlement to carry on a lower division college

transfer program. Under a transfer to a VTAE district carrying

a college ttansfer entitlement, the per studenticost to taxpayers

foe the college transfer program would be higher than.Under

options,(i) and (b). because of the VTAE.fOrmulalor instructional

support, but the scope of the University System c4ould be reduced.

.

(c) Phaseout option: Since options (a) and (b) would not free net

resoUrces to sustain the quality thresholds at other institutions

of the System, the Regents would also consider phase out without

provision for alternative edUcational use. Such phase out would

assume a-public policy position that access to oppOrtunity needed

to be constrained-in order to sustain quality in a residual U.W.

System. .

Alternative uses for Center facilities would, of course, be sought

\
in cooperation with local and state gove-iiment (e.g., private

business, a federal manpower retraining center, a rehabilitation

center), but the availability of such options would not determine

the decision.

2. Step 2: Preliminary, determination of the preferred option.

Having explored with staff, affected faculty, and-the Community the

available'ilternatives for use Of the selIcted Center, the Regents

should arrive at a preliminary determination of the option which, on

balance, best serves the public interest of the State of Wisconsin.
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3. 4.0.2 3: An open hearing in the affected community.

Having made its preliminary determination, the 'Regents should convene
an open hearing in the affected community, both to discuss the
alternatives explored, and to receive public testimony ofi the
alternatives and the preliminary decision.

4. step 4: Decision

Following the open hearing, the Regents should reach a final decision
on the option to be purimed, incpuling specificatipn of the legal or
policy steps needed to implement the decision, and the time line to be'
followed in impleMentation.

4 C. Appsopriate Legislative Action

The appropriate legislative action to implement the foregoing procedures
could take one of the folfowing forms:

1. uThe legislature directs:the Regents'in proceed during 105-77 with
decisions to phase out or\otherWise change the use of Centers failing
to meet perkormance criteria set by the Regents. Such decisions
should be implemented on a time schedule to be established by the
Regents. .

Notwithstanding s. 36.09(1)(g), Wis. Stets. the Regents' decisic!gi,
on phase out or alternate use of Centers sh;11 be final."

2. "The legislature directs the Regents to proceqd during 1975-77.with
identification of those Centers not meeting performance criteria.set,'
by the Regents, and decision on the most desirable course of action :

to follow for such Centers. The Regents have authority to prOceed
with decisions regarding alternative educational uses of the Centers
identified, but if their decision is that any Center should be phased
out, this decision 'should be brought as a recommendation, to the 1977
legislature."

3. "The legislature directs the Regents to proceed during 1975-77 with '

phase out.of one or more Centers selected by the Regenti on the basis
of their performance criteria."

It, THE UNIVERSITY CLUSTER
I. ./

(For relationships to PART T(O plgnning activities, see transitiondl note on
page 18.)

If the legislattire determines that reductions of.the scope of the U.W. System
beyond those involving the Center System'should be undertaken, it would be
appropriate to,direct the phase down or phase out of one or more of the
University Cluster universities. The criteria to be applied for such selection,
the recommended procedures, and the Appropriate legislatiVe-actimlollow,
together with a statement relating these.criteriav procedures ansi actions 1

to the U.W. System planning process described in PART TW) of thi report.

-5 0
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A. The Criteria

1. Effect on access to educational opportunity for Wisconsin residents.

.
Phase down or phase Odt is less ondesirable for institutions serving

fewerAliconsin_residents_within'cOPM4118_Ffine_of
the institution.

. .

2. Relationship to roJected enroll,ments based on demographic trends.

Phase down.or phase out is less undesirable tlr institutions faced

with declining commuter-based demand than for institutions-in areas

of-projected expanding commuter demand.

3. Coat-size relationships an4 projected, relationships.

Phase &Kra or phase Out is. less undesirable for,institutions whose

costs or projected 'Costs ate more than 207. above the Cluster average.

4. Relationship to ititellectual, cultural, and economic vitality of

the region.,

Phase down or phase out is less undesirable for institutions whose

loss would least aLfect,the intellectual, cultural, and economic

vitality of the region.

5. Relationship to statewide System planning.

Phase down or phase out would be less undesirable for institutions

with fewer educationally unique program elements, servftes, and

innovations responsive to System and societal long-range needs.

6. Relationshia to needs of special populations.

Phase dawn or.phase out decisions would be leas undesirable far

institutions whose loss would affect less the opportunities of

populations previously, disadvantaged in their search for

educational opportunity (e.g'., minorities; women).

B. The_ Procedures

1. Step /: Examination of alternatives.

The situation of institutions selected for phase down or phase out

---Nkon
the basis of the criteria stated would be explored with faculty,

ataM'administration, and the.community in terms of the following

alternatives:

(a) Phase out of.major proymun elements accomPanied by a concomitaft

phase down of theinatitutional mission.

The option would aim at reduptions in mission scope designed

to bring the institution.into a size-mission relationship which

woUld aasure that the remaining,mission could he accomplished

and provide educational services of quality at a cost threshold

set by the Regents.

51



(b) Phase out of graduate,upper and/or-lower division levels.

This option would aim at that reduction in the levels of
instruction needed to achieve educational serwyes of
quality for the remaining levels at a cost threshold set
.by the Regents.

41 Specifically examining the alternative of phasing out some
or all post-baccalaureate programs,followed by exploration
of the alternatives of phasing out all or part of junior-
senior programs, or all or part of freshman-sophomore
programs.

(c) nage out of the institution.

The Regents assume that this option would not be exercised
unless subsequent to or concurrent with the phase out of
all geographically proximate two-year centers.

2. ',Stv 2: Preliminary selection of the preferred options.

t\eHaving examined the relatiielie?i of the optioes available, the
Regents would make preliminary dete bastion of the option seeming

( best tl, serve the public interest of t State of Wisconsin.
\,

3. *01/1 3 : _Oven hearing.

Prier to final action on a decision, the Regents would conduct in
open hearing in the affected community for purposes of discussion
of their preliminary findings, and taking testimony from the public
as to the available alternatives or alternatives which might be
suggested.

4. sta,p 4: Decision.

Following the open hearing, the Regents would determine the decision
to be affirmed, together with the legal and policy steps needed for
its implementation, and the time line to be followed in. implementation.

C. Appropriate legislative action.

The appropriate legislative action needed to implementdecisions ,

under the foregoing criteria and procedures could take one of the followilng
forms:

1. "The legislature directs the Board of Regents to proceed in 1977-79
with selection of one or more four-year yampuses for possible phase down
or phase out decisions, using the basis of criteria stated by the
Rage ts, after following the procedures recommended by the Regents.

Notwit standing S. 36.09(1)(g), Wis. State., the Regents are authorized
to pro eed with a phase out,dedision fqr qne or more campuses."



2. "The legislature directs the Board of Regents to proceed in 1977-79

with.selection of one or more four-year campuses for possible phase

out or phase down decisions, using the basis of criteria stated by.

the Regents, after following the procedures recommended by the

Regents.

If the Board determines/that it should recommend phase out of'one

e-84r more campuses in 9/7-79, that recommendation shall be brought

to the 1977_se85 on of the legislature for final disposition by the

legislature." cc_

3. "The legislature directs theiBoard of Regents 2:phase out one

°(alternatively the designation of a larger number, e.g., two, three,

etc.) University Cluster universities with selection to be.implemented

in-1977-79 on the.basis of the criterit set.by the Regents, and

following the decision steps recommended by the Regents."

III. THE DOCTORAL CLUSTER, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, AND

INSTITUTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY I. AND II. ABOVE

(For relationships to 'PART TWO planning activities,,see transitional note on

page 18.)

If the legislature determines that reductions in 'the scope 'of the

(S

ystem

accomplished through its directives concerning the Center System and University

Cluster institutions do not go far enough, then it would,be appropriate for

zthe legislature to directreductions in the scope of Uti-Mddison,..UW-Milwaukee,

Uti-Extension, and Centers and other four-year universities not agfected by 4

actions in 1975-77 and 1977-79. A generalized reduction in the sCope of these

institutions could, be directed for 1979-81 on the basis of a fiscal target set.

as a- percentage of their base budget requirements as these requirements would ;,,,

have otherwise been derived. The assumption would be that this target would be.

'achieved by phase out, conaolidation, or structural change in programs, or; in

the case of Centers not previously affected, phase out or alternate use decisions

for additional Centers.

The Regents do not foresee as feasible the phase out Of either of

the doctoral institutions or of the mission represented structurally

by UW-Extension. For example, by any set of plausible criteria,

the major research, graduate education, and advanced professional education

institution of the System, UWMadison is an essential foundation for the System,

, and this inititution must remain large if it is to be quality and cost effective.

Similarly, a major university Located in the state's largest metropolitan

center will remain an essential characteristic of effective service, as will

some level of regional distribution of institutions. And, finally, UWExtension

represents organizationally a substantial part of the three basic missions of

public universities, the mission of public service defined to include continuing

education.

Nevertheless, if the public policy decision is that the System should reduce

the scope of its seriaces by an order of magnitude beyond that described in I.

and II., such a goal could be accomplished only by reducing the scope and

educational,services of the System's larger, as well as its smaller units.

...
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The criteria for examining program scope in the remaining larger institutions,

and the steps in reaching decisions on such matters follow:

A.4khe Criteria

1. Relationship of-Proetam_to opportunities available elsewhere.

Consideration should be given tk phase down or phase out of programs

for 4hich reasonably equivalent diicational opportunity is available

,elsewhere in the System.

2. Size-cost relationships

Consideration should be given to phase down or phase out of programs

whose current and projected size generate unit costs above those

1,...thresholds identified by the Regents for such programs.

'3.-"-Relationship of prOgram to Wisconsin's intellectual1 cultural and

.
eonomic vitality.

Consideration should be given to phase down'or phase out of programs

whose loss would be less damaging tosthe ineellectual, cultural and

economic vitality'of Wisconsin than would follow from alternative

choices. Imthis connection attention should be given o the program's

significance in attracting extramUral support, and in establishing

the national and international reputation for intellectual vitality

now held by Wisconsin.

4. gelationship of structure to costs

Consideration should be given to structural whiChwould reduce

the costs of delivering needed educational s rvices While retaining

the quality of those services.

5. Relationship to societal need.

Consideration should be Oven to the phase down or phase out of

programs whose loss would be less damaging to the perceived long-term

needs of Wisconsin for well-educated leadership and professional

competence, the revitalization of such leadership and competence,

and the expanding knowledge base needed for meeting and anticipating

societal problems. .

6. Relationship to the needs of special populati

Consideration should be given to the phase down or phase out of programs

whose loss would be less damaging to the educational opportunities of

populations historically disadvantaged in the search for,educational

opportunity, e.g., minorities and women.
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1. Step /: EXamination of alternatives

,The Regents wduld explore alternative
decisions on program phase out

or phase down decisions which could be contemplated for the Doctoral

Cluster institutions, University Extension, and other universities

and Centers not
previously affected, as a means of achieving

stipulated fiscal targets. Among the alternatives to be explored

would be: '

(a) Phase out or alternste.use for additional Centers.

(b) Phase out of major-programs selected on the basis of the above

criteria.

(c) Phase out of stipulated levels of instruction for particular

programs or institutions.

(d) Consolidation of doctoral programs and research centers.

(e) Phase down of UWExtension programs,and services.

2. Step 2: PreliMinary identification of selected options.

On the basia of Task Force recommendations_and_analysis,
the Regents

would identify in a prelidinary way those options which seAMed best

to Meet the fiscal targets stipulated while protecting insofar as

possible the public interest.

3. 1."212p 3: rn-depth simulation of decision consequences,v-

On the basis of preliminarx identification of decision optione, the

Regents.would ask for in-depth study of the fiscal, educational,

human, and
econbmiC'consequences of the options identified.

Consultationyith affected institutions and facurties would be

involved in such study.

4. Step 4: Public bearing.

Following such in-depth.study, decisions
continuing to haye preliminary

endorsement by the Regents would be the subject of open hearings for

the inbtitutions affectedv

5. Step 5: Decision.

Following the open hearing, the Regents would make their finar

determinations' and establish both the policy steps need for

implementation, and the time table to be Tollowed.
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Anoto'briate legislative action.

If the legiilature determines ihat the Regents should be directed to
proceed with the Application of the criteria and the procedural steps
stated, the appropriate language for such direction =tad be as follows:

"The legislature directs the Board of Regents io proceed by
1979-81 with decisions reducing the scope of UWMadison,
UW-Milwaukee, UWExtension, and other universities and Centers'
not.previously affected,.by additional phase out or alternative
use of Centers, phase down or phase out of programs, program
consolidation or structural changes in ways dufficient to reduce
the base fiscal need of these institutions, individually or
severally, bi an amount equivalent to 5% (or a percent,otherwise
stipulated) cf the base budget otherwise projected as minimal to
Support services.of quality. 'Decisions, their obnsequences, and
their projected time table for implementation should be repotted
to the'Iegislature."

IV. CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

The Preoident's Task Force Report, Book I, includes a simulation of three
alternative models for the organization of UW Central Adminiotration:
(a) a maximum management model whidh-Would significantly increaie the'aize
of central'staff and operations by replacing campus administration of specified
.functions; (b) continuation of the present mixture of-planning, service, and
coordinating functions joined to specific and limited monitoring and management
functions; and (c) removal of management and service functions by 111-creation'
of a planning andLprogram review staff oimilar to that maintained by statewide
coordinating commissions.

It is not clear from the simulation that cost-saving to th6 System would result
from amove from the present organization either byword a more centralized 7

operation or toward a4more decentralized one. Option (c) Would have the
immediate effect of reducing the scope of central,administration, but would
involve cOncurrent increments in the administrative costs'of the campuses and
state government. Option (4), the strong central management form,, could in

0 theory reduce total administrative costs for the System, but would have the
propensity to develop large-scale educational inefficiencies by removing
-decisions frmm the hands of those closest to the point of their impact and
intO the hands of a remote administrative staff.

If the Legislature sustains the GoVernor's assumptions about the resource
expectations of the UW System, anddirectsone dr more steps to reduce the
scope of the System, it wbuld be appropriate for the Regents to reduce the
scope of central administration.

, V. 'A NOTE ON TIMING 7
4

/-
In concluding PART ThREE of this report, it is noted that a legislative
affirmation of the Governor's assumptions followed by a legislatixe
direction to impleMent several or all of the alternatives 'outlined above
for reducing the scope of the System in a time period less than that
-suggested for a phased approach would precipitate a major Aanagpment
and morale crisfs tn the System.

t)
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g this reason it is recommended that if multiple di,Fectives'are to be
ad, these be phdsed over at least three biennia with no more than one
IS of reductionOisked in each of the successive biennia.

IV. IN CONCLUSION

A Decision Agenda for Wisconsin State Government

1. The major public policy decision before state government,is
whether:-

a. It nudges the UW System's fiscal and enrollment prospects
for the next decade to be-sufficiently uncertain as to warrant
the immediate initiation of steps designed to reduce the
present scope and access points of that System in order to
suStain quality with extremely limited resources.

or v

b.."It judges the public interest to be better served tiy a reaffir- .

mation of its traditional priority commitment to provide
higher educational opportunity,and services ofquality to
those people wishing and able to benefit from them, and affir-
mation of the UW Systene.s current planning approach to
accommodating an uncertain future, along with the resource
requirements inherent in such an approach. .

It should be clear that neither judgment is aimed at simply
preserving the status quo and that the same criteria would be
relied upon by the System in'iMplementing either approach.

2. A reaffirmaeion of b. above would be consistent with the basic
asdumption from Which the University System planning is
administered bx the Board of Regents.

*Confirmation of the decision under a. above to reduce selectively
the scope of the System and the scope of its programs and services
would be consistent with the fiscal assumptions leading to the
Governor's request to the Board,of Regents.

- 4. One alternatiire to the foregging choice would be a.decision to
direct maintenance of the scope of services together with static
resources by lowering the quality of those services. This has been
rejected by the Regents as wholly contrary to-the public interest.
Access to education or services of low quality would be a delusion
rather than dn opportunity for Wistonsin people. ,

S. The implications of the public policy choices to be made by State
goVernment can be summarized 1n the,columns which follow:
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DECISIONS AND ACTIONS WHICH WOULD

FOLLOW FROM UW SYSTEM'S ASSUMPTIONS .

DECISIONS AND ACTIONS WHICH WOULD
FOLLOW FROM GOVERNOR'S ASSUMpTIONS.

Reaffirmation of -a commitment to educa-

tional opporturri ity.of quality for those

wishing a'$d able to benefit imPlies:

1. The Regents should proceed with
'planning directions now established
.and those proposed. Those estab-
lished include:

a. Rigorous application of the
principles that all programs'
must meet tests of quality,"
productivity, responsiveness
'to societal-need, cost-effec-
tiveness, and as appropriate
centrality to the basic mission
and pp.rpose of higher education.

b. Continuous audit and review of-
all existing programs on the
basis of these standards.

c. Elimination or alteration of.
low priority programa to
reallocate resources to higher
priority goals.

d. Rigorous scrutiny of all new
programs on the basis of

, criteria established.

e. Application of-cost and quality
effective practices including:

(1) Interinstitutional resource
sharing through consortia.

(2) Coilsolidation of small
program units to reduce
overhead.

(3) Continuou$ institutional
review of low enrollment
courses and programa.

f. Enhance institution41 vitality
through appropriate facdlty
and staff development programs
and practices.

' Decision to reduce seleapively the scope
of opportunity and services to constrain
-or reduce reeource requirements implies:

.-1. The legislature should direst the
Regents to ,reduce the scopeof the
System, and the scope of its. programa .

and services.in selective and phased
ways designed to damage least the
Fiublic interest as a whole.

2. The first step In such directed
reduction to be initiated by
1977 should be:-

- Phase out or alternative
educational use for Centers not
'meeting Regent-established criteria.
As many as three Centers would face
this possibility.

.- If the goal is to reduce the
scope of the' SysteN in order
to tree up public dollars
in toto, then it would follow

--\,that the directive should be
o phase out selected Centers.

3. The second step in such directed
reduction, to be implemented by 1979,
should be to phase down or phase out
selected four-year campuses chosen-
on_the basi6 of the Regents' criteria.

- If the purpose of such direction
is to free up dollais, it should
be dnderstood that such phase down
or phase out'would be accompanied
.by reductions in the scope of
educational servsices and opportunities
provided for. Wisconsin.

- Phase out of a four-year campus
should not be directed' without
prior or concurrent phase out' of
geographically proximate two-ye
Centers.

tt-,N



DECISIONS AND ACTIONS
U.W. SYSTEM CURRENT ASSMAPTIONS

g. Seek investment intinnotations
likely to produce long-range
quality and cost- ffective
methods of provi ing educational
serVices.

_

... y

2; Those proposed include:
-

.

a. Establishment of a four-year-
planning front for all inatitu-
tions specifying enrollment,
fiscal, and performance targets,
with on annual:update.

b. Application of cost-size-quality
criteria,to Centers noted in Part
Three and alteration or phase out
of those not meeting criteria.

c." Application of plapning to

reduce the scope of unigersities
.over a four-year period in
which ehrollment amd fieoal tar-
gets rtquire such reduction to
maintain q41lity.

d. Supbort for studies leading to
possible mnsolidation of
UW-Superior and UM-Duluth.

e. IntenSified joint planning with
VTAE on resource shiring.

f. Strengthen existing consortia
and expand such arrangements.

g. Strengthen ,interinstitutional
planning with independent
colleges and universities.

h. gYstemwide enhancement of
institutional program audit
and review actions by selective
lateral audit and review of"
replicated and specialized
programs.

3. The Regents ask that state gOvern-
meat support development of a
better environment for effective
long-range-planning including:

a. More stable understandings on
the base tor the resource
expectations of the System,
includihg.development of four-
year planning authorizations
subject to.biennial appropria-

..14...re
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33 DECISIONS & ACTIOdS.
GOVERNOR'S.ASSUMPTIONS

4. The thir4 step in such diiected
reduction, to be implemented by
1981, would be to accomplish a
reductton in the base budget
requirements of the System by a
specified percentage of the require-
ment otherwise needed to sustain quality.
This would be accomplished by selective
phase out, consolidation, or structural
alteration of programs in.institutions
not affected by 2. and 3. foregoing,
including the doctoral cluster and
UW-Extension.

- Such reductions would,be
accompanied'by reducEion in the
scope of opportunity and services
provided, including numbers olSi.
students served.

- Counted against the fiscal
targets for such reduction in
scope would be the reallocations
achieved by the institutions
between 1975-79 through continous
program audit and review activity.

5. A concurrent step in all directed
steps to reduce the scope of the
System would be direction to reduce
central administrative services
and functions in proportion to other
reductions directed.

6. A finding that it is in the public
interest to reduce the scope of the
System could be followed by
direction to apply only the Step 1
reduction, qr the Step 1 and 2,
Or Steps 1, 2, and 3. This deter-
mination'would follow from decision
as b3 the magnitude of the fiscal
constraint to be establishedj and
the magnitude of the reduction in
opportunity and services to be
achieved.

7. It shquld be undertood that closing
institutions and programs to achieve
fiscal constraints-during a period
when enrollments are expected to
increase/would probably require the
Regents to establish enrollment
limitations for the remaining.

(
institut ons. The effect would be

' a need t apportion a scarcity of
resources s'wisely as possible.



DECISIONS AND ACTIONS
d.w. SYSTEM CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS .

.b. Mord lead time on reductions
in base resources when these
are indicated as fiscal planning
goals to permit effective staff
and program contractions.

c. More attention tothe cost-benefi
implications of studies and
analyses requested or required
to reduce costly administrative
overhead.101MS

14 'DECISIONS &ACTIONS
GOVERNOR'S ASSUMPTIONS

ME DRAFT STAMM/ LANGUAGE MICE COUID
BE USED IF THE LEGISLAIIME AFFIRMS IRE
GOVEROR'S ASSUMPT/CNS AND MANDATES CUE
OR MDRE OF TIE ABOVE STEPS APPEARS IN
THE PRES/DEWS REPORT AT THE FOLILWING
LOCATICNS:

Page 24: Itan C (Centers)
Pages 26-27: Item C (Univ.Cluster)
Page 30, Itan C (Others)

The Regents and the UW System understand that affirmation of Wisconsin's
historic-commitment to higher educational opportunity does not and cannet
commit the state to a particular'level of spending which might be requilA in *the
future-to implement ully that goal. They understand the impact of current
recession and the pot al-of an uncertain economic future on the abiliry
of'the state to realize aft desirable goals.

The Regents and the University System eik only that changes in public policy
goals for higher education not be superimposed upon fiscal constraints without
public debate and an informed decision, and that if fiscal determinations,-
dittate constraint upon educational opportunity, the steps needed to redudd
tho scope of the University's programs and services in order to sustain the
quality of that which remains be openly understood.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN
OFFICE OF THE GOVER!YOR

MADISON. WISCONSIN 53702

Frank J. Pelisek, President
Boaid of Regents of the

University of Wisconsin System
Madison, Wisconsin

Dear 'Regent, Pelisek:

EXHIBIT #1

January 8, 1975

I wanted you to know as early as possable of my intention to

place in the executive budget for the UW System directives which

speak to the longer term implications of the fiscal recommen-

dations of that budgeti,and the fiscal constraints in which our

policies for higher education over the next decade will have to

be framed. The budgetedirecives will reflect the policies And

considerations which the rethinder of this letter expresses.

Throughout Wisconsin's history, the people of this state have

been extremely generous in their commitment to public higher

education. State policy has been guided by the twin goals of

establishing the highest quality university education possible,

and assuring access to that education for people from all back-

grounds and all regions of the state. In a time of,rigid fiscal

constraints such as state government currently faces, we cannot

abandon those goils, but neither can we ignore how a, pattern of

unrestrained University growth, originating in a far different

economic Oimateioif carried forward into this biennium and

future biennia, can come at the expense of the achievement of

our historic goals.

The taxpayers of Wisconsin:already, have the third highest

per capita commitment to hiper education in America, despite

the fact that we rank,27th in per capita inCome. Given the

level of that committent, we cannot now ask any less of the

University in meeting tRe fiscal emergency the state faces than

we do of any other state agency--even while recognizing that

the-fiscal limitations we place bn the University may have

different short-term and long-range implications for the

operation of the University System than they have in other

agencies.
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Frank J. Pelisek
Page*2
January 8, 1975

Specifically, in 1975-77, the University System will need to

live substantially within its current yeti supply and expense

budget, and find room for additional productivity savings.

Budgets for support services, computing services, and

instructional supplies will be less than the leVel of support

previously provided. To the extent that larger enrollments come

to the University System &Lying the next biennium, additional

enrollment funding may nbt be available. Insofar as possible,

the System and its Institutions will be asked to absorb these

enrollments through iriCreases in fa5ulty workload.

These,circumstances are regrettable. .1hey represent,' hoWever,

the fiscal stringency facing state government and the state as

a whole. More importantly, they also forecast the fact that

the University System and the state should be planning now-to

reducethe scope and/or number of its array of higher eaRitional

institutions and programs in order to be able to support respon-

sibly the needs of t4e institutions and programs which are to

be maintained". The wisdom of undertaking this effort is under-

lined not only b.). the problems we face in the current biennium,

with recession ioined to inflation, but also by projections of

a substantial decline in numbers of students seeking higher

education in the decade jutt ahead.

For these reasons, I am asking that the Board of Regents care-

fully weigh the alternatives and make specific recommendations

for phasing out, phasing down, or consolidating existing centers,

campuses, colleges, and programs of'the System for purposes of

helping to generate in the course of the next four to six years

the resources needed to maintain the quality and health of the

University of Wisconsin System as a whole.

By April 15, 1975, I ask that the Board of Regehts bring to

my office and the Legislature a plan for phasing out, phasing

down, or consolidating institutions and programs, including a

statement of language to be inserted into the 1975-77 biennial

budget which would authorize implementation of the plan.

The study leading to the plan should include to the extent it

is possible, analysis not'or.ly of the educational consequences

of what may be proposed, but the broader implications of various

courses of action as well. I am .certain that the De#6.rtment of

Administration, particularly the State Planning OffiFe, and other

state agencies will provide such sistance to the Regents and

the Uiniversity System as they mate' st in furthering the study.
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Frank J. Pelisek
Page 3
January 8,, 1975

I am mindful of the apprehensions which will be created by
the fact of this study. I observe, however, that Board actions
to date, and the Board position in its Budget Policy Paper *2.0
(Section D) have initiated serious and continuing attention to
the size and scope of the Univeisity System. Consistent with
the Board's position, I.believe it ip better that we now face
forthrightly the question ofhow the University System can best
reduce the scope of its institutions and programs in order to
make it possible for the-State of Wisconsin to enter the-decade
of the 1980's with a System of a size and character which can
ke maintained at the highest level of quality.

Sincerely,

a4,.

'PATRICK r L EY /
Go,ve nor ter

,J
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EAIBIT #2

STATEMENT BY nit. PELISEK 1-10-75

TherUniversity of Wisconsin System has been asked by the Governor of the State

of Wisconsin to develop a plan for reducing the scope of the academic enterprise of

the System by phasing out or phasing down centers, campuses

asked to present this.plan tO state government by April 15,

4nd prograMs. We are

1975, so that language

enabling its, implementation can be made a part of the 1975-77 biennial budget.

The purpose of the plan should be to define thiase'actions which, by reducing

the size of the System, would help generate over the Axt four to six years the

resources needed to mairitainl.the quality and health of the System as t would

then be organized. /

While the request to develop the.plan is prompted by th cusrent fiscal

stringencies facingthe State and the University System, t is action would also

be an aspect of the planning needed to prepare for the declie in the college age

povalation which will affect WisConsin in the decade of the 1980s.

we must respond td the Governor's charge, even though we may not believe tbat

phasing put or phasing down centers and,campuses is necessarily in the best interest

of the University System and the State of Wisconsin.. If the choice is ultimately

between a System of the present scope facing a decline in quality because of
4

inadegte funding, or a smaller System which can be Maintained at a higher levpd

of quality, then the choice must be made. The best interests of the System and

the State will be served by any and all steps needed to assure that iiublic higher

education in Wisconsin is of the highest quality. In this spirit, as President of

the Board, I have asked the President of the UW Systdm to proceed as follows:

1. To appoint and convene forthwith a System Advisory Planning Task Force

which shall be chaired by a senior officer brCenrxal Administration and

which shall include faculty Members, administrators, and students.

et.
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2. In consultation with this Task Force, to create from its membership, or

-memberships as augmented,'a group of Study Committees, each of which will

study a particular probleM area related to the phasing out ot phasing down

of centers, campuses and academic programs and recommend those actions .

which Could be taken in its problem area which woul reduce he present

scope of the System.

3. In consultation,with the Task Force, to define the problem area to be

addressed by each,Study Committee, the magnitude of'the fiscal target to be

achieved by its recommendations, and the full chai-ge to be given to each

Study Committee.

4. To deftine the method by which the reports of the Study Committees shall.

be blended into a plan for discussion and final action by the Board of.

Regents.,

The President shall provide an interim report to the Board at its February

,
meeting on the organization of the Task Force and Study Committees, the charges

"n to the Study Committees, and the procedures to be used in developing the
4

final report to the Board.
7

The President shall report his recoMmended plan to the Regents for discussion

and 44nal action at a special Board meeting, enabling the Board to meet the

April 15, 1975 deadline set by the Governor.

The President may, if he judges it to be dezirable, employ consultants

external to the System in the evaluation of the 3tudy Committee reports and for

-assistance in blending these reports into the plan to be presented to the Regents.

He is also authorized to take such other steps as may be Convenient and necessary

t to accomplish the task.

I wish to emphasize that the clear mandate of-this Task.Force is to work within

the assumptions contained,within the Governor's letter and to meet the specific

planning requests contained therein.
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EXHIBIT #3

BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM
Fmk J POlksek. President
250 E. Wisconain Avenue
Milwaukee 53202'
414-271-6562

J. S. Bolt, Secretary
1866 Van Hise Hall

MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706
608-262-2324

President John C. Weaver
.University of Wisconsin System
1700 Van Hise Hall
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Dear John:

Bertram N. McNamara, Vice President
615 E. Michigan Avenue
Milwaukee 53202
414-276-2781

-March 28, 1975

I-have had an opportunityto-ftad ovtr the System Advisory
Ylanning Task Force Repovinfihd want to add my personal commendation
for Don Smith.and die Task Force members' imprdsiive work.

I know that you are now at work preparing your report and
recommendations to the Board. It is my sense of Regent expectations
in this matter that your report will ape* not only to the specific
charge and assumptions in the Governbr's January 8th letter to me,
but also include a companion statement of the System's current
approach to long-range planning and the basic assumptions regarding
Regent and public policy upon which it is based. Withoui-such a
statement readers of our response to the Governor's charge will
View it with .no appropriate reference point and this would be
unfortunate indeed. Iiassume, as well, that your report will
frame the public policy'questions which the Legislature must decide.

Perhapethese items were already a part of your approach and
my suggestions will only reinforce their merit and importance. I.

realize that, like the Task Force, you are laboring under severe
time constraints and I look forward to receiving the report for
discussion at our special meeting on April 1'8.

cc: Governor PattAck Lucey
Board of Regents
Chancellors

7

Sincerely,

Frank J. Pelisek
President



EXHISTI 14.

SUMMARY: Book I, Report of the System Advisory Planning Task Force Studying
the Scope of the University of Wisconsin System

J.

Universities have been historically one of the major agencies
through.mhich society cultivated the resources of knowledge -

and educated people needed to address current complex problems
and to respond flexibly to new problems as they emerge. Viewed
this way, the university is an investment society makes in its
search for a better future. This view does not automatically
say that any level of public investment in higheeducation is
necessarily either possible or productive.- It suggests, however,
that decisions to reduce current levels of investmeni should be
made with caution and with thorough attention to the long-
range implications of such decisions.

(Prologue, Chapter II)

The report of the task force inCludes more than 300 pages of repqrts, analyses,
and summaries of simulations relevant to long.range planning for the university
system. In keeping with the charge to the task force, it does not make recommenda-
tions concerning the scope of the UW System. This summarywill serve to highlight
the most important findings of the analyses and studies.

1. Wisconsin's achievement and effort in higher education (Section A, Chapter VI)

Wisconsin ranks relatively high in the proportion of population recognized
as potential users of higher education. The state ranks 4th nationally in
its higher education burden measured by the number. of -high school.graduates
in relation to population, and number of residents in state public schools in
relation to population. It is 25th, but below the national average in dollars,
in providing tax support for the instruction of each'student in its university
system. Wisconsin charges higher than average tuition in its public universities
in relation to per capita income of its citizens.

2. Public policy issues (Chapter II)

Five public policy issues should be resolved as the basis for a- deision to
reduce the scope of the UW.System. These are:

a. Access. To what extent does the state wish to make higher education
available to those wishing it and able to profit from it?

b. Quality. Does the state view quality as the central or first priority to
be maintained by public universities?

c. Cost arid campus size. Should the system seek to reduce coats while main-
taining quality by concentrating its resources on fewer and larger
campuses rather than maintaining more institutions of various size?

4. Regional development. Should the state support multi-purpose universities
in, all regions of the state to enhance the intellectual, cultural, and
economic development of all regions?
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e. Variety of options. -Should the system eMphasize variety of educational.

programs available, or offet a reduced range of liberal arts and

professional curricula?

Implications drawn from the simulation studies. (Sections A,B,C Chapter IV).

The task force carried out siMulations of the closing of six universities,

seven UW Centers, and of phasing down or phasing out 14 combinations of ,colleges

and. schools. In addition,'multiple simulations' were undertaken of six classes

of university programs: degree programs, support programs, summer sessions,

intercollegiate athletics, and two'treatments of public service and UW-

Extension. The task force warns against the difficulty of generalizing from

the simulatiens now performed, and urges the importance of more detailed study

of any decision under study for possible impleMentation.

However, certain implications do emerge from a study of the simulations now

performed

a. It seems clear that substantial cost savings through closing institUtions .

or major units will follow only if such steps reduce total enrollments

in the system, either through enforced or inherent reduction,in access

to other institutions by the students affected. If efforts are madeto

maintain full access by absorbing the additional students in other

insti:..utions, and by increasing aid to commuter students who would

otherwise bG unable to seek university education, then the savings

become marginal.

b. A short-term decision to close a school/college can generate serious short

term`problems for the campus affected. Such a decision, accompanied by

reduction in campus enrollments, could drive up per student costs of

instruction for.the remaining students by reducing enrollments more

rapidly than 'adjustments in fixed costs for the campus can be made.

c4 Decisions on the phasing out of particular academic or supPort programs

developed an extraordinarily.complex set of interactions.' Closing a

program without closing the'whole budget unit in which it is placed has

little or no effect on costs. Closing-whole 4udget units has marginal

effect, but involves the complications alluded to in b. .Phasing out a

program whose faculty carry a high service load for other programs requires

retention of most facultY and saves little. If students in the program

transfer to higher cost-prggrams, these savings would disappear.

d. Given the complex interactions involved, the current system process of

program audit and review, involving judgments on program quality, need,

productivity, and dost, is the best approach.to pruning low priority

programs. Cost savings by institutions will be more the product of

efforts to manage class size by appropriate curricular modification, and

efforts to consolidate small budget units ,than simply efforts to phase

out programs.

e. The consequences of closing an institution, in addition to the loss of

unique educational programs offered, involve the loss of intellectual,

cultural, recreational and economic benefits to the community and region.
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4* Procedures and criteria for decisions to cloile an institution or campus.(Chapter III)

Procedures: 2
a. "An open hearing should be provided for the community involved prior todecision.

b. Ample time should beLallowed between announcement of an intention to
close and implementation, to permit humane and prudent adjustments.

6
C. Four year campuses and UW Centers should be judged by different criteria.

d. "Flagging" campuses for detailed study for possible phase out or phasedown, is appropriate.

Criteria: The institution under evaluation should be judged according to:

..a. The quality and scope of programs appropriate to its mission;

b. *9 ability of the institution to fulfill its mitsion at reasonable
cost;

c. Relationshipof present end projected enrollments to the support of
programs and a faculty sufficient to meet the institutional mission
at reasonable cost.

7(/Consideration should be given to the effectlosure on access to higher
education, access to unique programs in Wisconsin, and public service to there4ion.

Coniideration should be given to redefinition of mission and program scope
as an alternative to closing.

Considekation shoW be given to the human costs of closure, the costs ,to
the host Community, and the net savings to the state after costs assoCiated
with closure have been calculated. 'These consequences should be ecreened
against the cost.to the state of maintainingithe institution to see whether
the net savings warrant sustaining the costs'of closure.

5. Costs and campus size. (Section C, Chapter II; Section E, Chapter IV;
SectiOn C, Chapter VIII)

The cotts of a.campue may be identified as fixed costs; incremental costs;
and variable costs. Fixed costs are those needed to operate a campus ofany size, Incremental costs are the addition to fixed costs experienced asthe campus grows larger and develops more programs, colleges, and schools.
The variable costs are these associated directly withrnumbers of students
in terms of numbers of faculty required, anl instruCtional supply and .expense costs.
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As campuses decline in size,cost of instruction per student'tends to rise

rapidly since only *variable costsscan be adjusted in the short term, while

fixed and indremental costs must apply to a smaller number of stydents.

Giveh time, a campus can Adjust both its variable costs and its incremental

costs by reducing its scope (number of colleges and range of programs.)

6. The relationship of costs, access and.quality.

also Chapter-VI)

(Sections A, 1r, C, Chao. II,

. It is not possible to maintain quality, maintain and extend_access, and

76reduce costs further. The further reduction in instructional costs for e

scorning biennium, joined to grOwing sflident numbers, will erode quality.

7. Relationship of costs and quality. (Section B, Chapter, VI)

Costs per student are influenced by the student/faculty ratio, average .class

siZe, and presence of effective student services such as advising and

counsellidg, and effective inStructional support services such as libraries

and instructional material's. Wisconsin universities now have a relatively

high And growing number of students per FTE faculty member, high and

growing'average class-Size, and declining-levels of student and instructional

support. Sych trends, if, continued, inevitably lead to erosion of quality.

Priority of glaofity, (Scotion B, Chapter. II; ...ap,er

.Effective higher 'edulation requires high priority for quality. If the state

cannot support both quality and present-levels of access, then it should

choose.quality and reduced access.

9. Prerequisites for effeàtive,long range1p1anning. (Section A, Chapter,VII)

Effective long range.planning related to performance is needed by the

University System and the state:Euch planning is-possible only if the

systeg and its institutions can Project with reasonable accuracy both the

enrollments argets and -411e resource expectations of.each institution on a

four year front with constant Updating. The ability to do this depends on a

reasonable contractual umdetstanding between the System and state government.

on Ewrformance expectations for the system, ,including numbers of students to

be taught, and the resources which could be expeCted to achieve those

performance eXpectations.

10.. Trgeted Capacity Funding'. (Section E, Chapter IV)'

-Study in depth should be undertaken of Targeted Capacity Funding as a

procedure for defining the instructional targets ok the system and its
4'

nstitutions, and the-resource requirements for such targets on a four year

front. Studies should define ways of identifying the fixed costs-of units,

the incremental costs', and,the variable costs. This method would enable

projection of realistic enrollment,targets, and resource expectations for

each institution, and Would permit flexible adjustment of.targets.and

expectations as annual experience warranted.



11. Leaning productivity in higher education. (Section C, Chapter VI)

Productivity in instruction is the relationshiP of the-cost of instruction
- to the quantity and quality of learning it engenders. Low cost instruction

which produces little learning is not produetive instruction. An increase'
in cost accompanied by a greater increase in learning would be productive.
Across the board measurement of the productivity of human service enterprises
is not now tfeasible, although in specific kinds of learning,such direct
measurement can be made. Indirect/mdisureMents can be made.

12. Definition and evaluation :if quality. (Section D, Chapter*VI),,

Quality can be defined as the quantity and quality of learning achieved,
the qualityoand quantity of the sbholarly and research output, and the
quality and quantity of the public serviCe provided. Specific questions'
,point to the kinds of evidence that can be provided,as an in4ex of the
quality cif a university. 12uality can be eyaluated and judied.

13. Faculty/staff development and early retirement programs. (Sec. B,C, Chap. VII)

To anticipate changes in student preferences, and changing enrollments-in
the 1980s, it would be wise to initiate a long range program of faculty .4
and staff development to fit highly prepared professionals now in employment
for new roles and positions.

In a period of static or declining enrollment and resources, the flow of
new persons into the faculty and staft is greatly reduced.' Thus, to maintain
the vitality and oualityof the University, it would be wise to initiate
incpntives for early retirement. This would.also help adjust faculty and staff \
resources to changing needs, student preferences, and new roles. Such
incentive programs would be expensive.

40
14. Consolidation of UW-Superior and UM-Duluth (Section D, Chapter IV)

The ta41 orce provides a status report on the.feasibility study of
streng6ehing coope'ration between UW,Superior and UM 9u1uth, including the'
feasibility of consoiidation into a single university.

15. Consortial planning. (Section B, Chapterli)'

#

The Western Central Wiscohsin Consortium is an example of cooperative
planning by four System universities to control program duplication, share
resources, and plan new directions. Strengthening such a regional consortium
would support effect4%.3 system planning and performance.

16. Investment in cost-control. (Section D, Chapter V)

Investment in educational development can have long term post benefits if-the
investment,strengthens interinstitutional planning and practice, and sets,
cost control objectives. Three areas where such investment has great
potential are:
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a. interlibrary planning and service;

b. interinstitutional applications of educational. technology; and

C. statewide developtent of external degrees based on competence criteria.and
individualized curricula: Regents Statewide University seeks to
Coordinate such a development with the system Universities priding the
degrees.

a .

17. Marketing Wisconsin's educational resources. (tection C, Chapter VIII)

The relationships between the fixed costi,, incremental cOstsr an.A.variable

costs,of.a campue raise-the. interesting poesibility that it might bd more

'economical for a state-to lbwer-out-of-state tation charges for some of
Ate border campuses'is a way to use more fully their educational capacity than

to keep.SuCh charges high-and the campuses.underutilized. A-"break.even".)

analysis could develop that reducing tuitions and increasing utilization

Nould add lit/4e to direct costs while adding the economic return from

AdditiOnal.numbers of'out-o-etate-students.

18. Enrollment prorections through the 1980s. .(Section C, Chapter I; Appendix

Exhibits E, F, G.)

,Projections using the current methodology ihow that enrollments

-for the system will increese for the next five years, remain abcvc 1974-75

levels until 1983, and decline below 1974-75 levels thereafter until by

1992 they are 13% below the current level. This method projects enrollments

on the basis of the relationship of the 18 year old poPulation in each .

year to total institutional and system enrollments as ttiis relationship .

has developed historically.

The task force did ite studies.on the besis 'of the enrollment projections but

underscored the utgency of maintaining capacity for flexible response as trends

actually emerge. Ckosing institutions while enrollments are rising, e,s:

reaction to deClines projected 10 years from now, would be unwise, the-

task force observed.

, 0..
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EXHIBIT 5

PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM

Four alternative approaches to the projection of student enrollments in the
Univeraity of Wisconsin System are outlined below. 'An overview of the basic
methodology and the-primary assumptions is provided for each alternative;
'in addition, a table of projected student enrollmentsi.n the University System
through 1992 1,s appended, based upon each alternative.

'The most optimistic enr011 ent picture As provided by the Age Strata (Trend)
alternative>, folloied in deèasjng order of optimism by the Age Strata (Con-
stant), 18 Year Old Cohort (Regdnt Approved), and, finally, he 18 Year Old
Cohort (Dresch Efiect) methodologies. A sumMary of the systemwide enrollment
projection data based upon- these four approaches is provided in Table 1.

18 Year Old Cohort: Regent Approved

This projection is based primarily upon the proportion of the state's
etghteen year old population attending the University of Wisconsin System.
The trad ional cohort survival technique then is used to estimate the
anticip ed numbers of sophomores, juniors and seniors in the System. The
su o these separate estimates provides the total undergraduate enrollment
projection for the University,of Wisconsin.System.

'This projection is based upon one primary assumption. It is assumed that
the proportion of the eighteen year old population attending tfie University
will'remain essentially constant through 1985, with a slight increase in
that proportion from 1985 to 1992. (See Table 2)

Age Strata: Constant

In this approach, estimates of future enrollments are made by age group.
The sum of the estimates for all age groups provides the total enrollment
projection for the University of Wisconsin System.

This projection is based upon a single primary assumption. leis assumed
that the proportions.of the state population attending the University--
both under and oVer age 23--will remain at the present level through 1990.
(See Table 3) Since the Department of Administration population projectirs
used included data for five-year intervalonly, no data are shown in the
table for 1992.



Age Strata: Trend

In this approach to enrollment projections, estimates of future enrollments

are made by age group. Tbe sum across all age groups then provides the total
enrollment projection for the University of Wisconsin System.

This projection is based Upon two primary assumptions. First,'the proportion

of the state,population in the age group 23 years of age and older attend-

ing the University will continue to increase, but at a decelerating rate.

This assUmption stems from the observation that thisproportion has been

rising in the past several years. Second, the proportion of the eiihteell

year old population attending the University will'increase slightly through
1980-and then return gradually to the 1971 level by 1990. (See Table 4)

As in the Age Strata: Constant projections, the DOA population projections

includevi data for ftve-year intervals only. ,4

18 Year Old Cohort: Dresch Effect

This projection, like the Regent-Approved pr jection, is based primarily

upon the'proportion of gle state's eighteen near old population attending

the.University of Wisconsin System. The tr itional cohort survival technique

then is used-to estimate the anticipated num trs of sophomores, juniors and -

seniors in the System. The sum of these separate estimates provides,thetotal
undergraduate enrollment projection for the University of Wisconsin System.

This projection also is based upon a single primary assumption. It is

assumed that the proportion of the eighteen year old population attending the

University will decline slightly through 1985, with stabilization occurring

in that proportion from 1985 through 1992. This assumption is in the spirit

of the thesis advanced by S. P. Dresch that the percentage-of the national

population seeking a traditional highet education will decline in the decades

ahead due to an o4er-supply of college graduates in many fields. (See Table

5)
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, Table 1

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. SYSTEM ENROLLMENTS

1974-75 ACTUAL AND 1980-1992 ESTIMATES

Year
18'Year Old Cohort:
Regent Approved

Age Strata:
Constant

Age Strata:
Trend

e"
18 Year Old Cohort:
Dresch Effect

ACTUAL_

1974-75 139,891

ESTIMATED

1970; 145,968 147,678
>

149,404 145,257'

1978-79 150,767 154,300 157,866 149,299

1980-81 149,653 154,913 160,223 147,467

1982-83 . 144,279 154,067 '161,671 138,574

1984-85 135,855 153,221' 163,119 127,096

1986-87 129,154 151,202 165,015 117,398

1988-89 130,075 148,012 167,355 114,571

1990-91 127,618 144,822 169,696 108,812

1992-93 122,169 141,632 172,035 104,166



Table

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,

RESIDENT NEW FRESHMEN

Actual Fail 1968-1974 and Estimated Fall 1975-1992

Fall' Age Pool Residents Relation'

1968 82,034
1

23,732 28.93

1969 87,819 25,621 29:17

1970 88,941 25,599 28.78

1971 88,408 23,652 26.75

4972 91,570 , 22,078 24.11

1973 92,333 21,724 23.51

1974 93,496 21,685 23.19

1975 96,199
1.1
....,4.......

C1 II
41.0..ir.0GA

1976 95,950 22,614 23.57

1977 98,518 23,267 23.62

1978 99,493 23,591 23.71

1979 98,435 23,258 23.63

1980 94,497 .22,300 23.60

1981 91,605 21,679 23.67

1982- 88,910 21,099 23.73

1983 82,919 19,710 23.77

1984 80,412 , 19,125 23.78

1985 75,797 18,381 24.25

1986 74 257 18,356 24.72

1987 74,324 18,722 25.19

1)88 77,455 19,875 25.66

1989 71,976 18,807 26.13

1990 64,719 17,209 26.)9

1991 61,216-e 16,565 27.06

1992 62,000-e 17,069 27.53
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Table 3

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM ENROLLMENTS

1974 ACTUAL AND 1960-1990 ESTIMATES
Ago Strata: Constant

Age
1974-75 1980 1 85 Lte

AGEPOOL ENROLLMENTACE POOL ENROLLMENT RELATION ACE POOL ENROLLMENT ACE POOL ENROLLMENT

15-19 . 465,,110 39,456 8.483 464,400 39,396 385,200 32,677 398,500 '33,805:

20-24 393,660 63,569 16.148 444,000 71,698 436,400 70,471 362,700 58,570

25-29 319,380 20,112 6.297 400,800 25,239 441,2' 27,783 435,100 27,399

30-34 265,670 7,016 2:648 331,200 8,771 408,300 10,813 452,600 11,987
..

35-39 232,740 3,582 1.530 276,300 4,252 329,600 5,073 409,100 6,296

60-44 228,270 2,319 1.016 233,500 2,372 275,400 2,808 327,900 3,331

65-49,

fl

241,340 1,481 0.614 221,000 1,356 230,500 1,414 273,300 1,677

so-s4 236,170 165 0.46i 234,500 958 215,500 881 225,200 920

55-64 418,720 N43 0.201 432.600 4.11V 871 435.4"6 - 677 415,700 837

TOTAL 2.801.060 139.363 4.175 3.038.300 154.913 3.158.500 152.797 3.300.100 144.822

Table 4

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

1971-1974 ACTUAL AND 1180-1990 ESTIMATES

Age t Trend

Age 1971-72 1974-75 1980-81 985-86 1990-91

A. Pool Enroll. X Rel Age Fool Enroll. X Rol Age Fool Enroll. X Rol Ass Fool

/
Enroll I Rol Age Fool EnrOil. X 841

15-19 441,140 44,083 9.993 465,110 39,515 8.496 464,400 39,455 8.496 385,200 32,727 8.496 398,500 39,822! 9.993

20-24 351,240 57.409 16.345 393,660 57,215 14.534 444,000 64,531 14.534 436A00 63,426 14.534 362,700 59,283!16.345

25-14 526400 10,866 2.065 585,050 15,107 2.582 732,000 22,677 3.098 09,500 30,701 3.614 887,700 32,081. 3.614

35-44 467,940 2,091 0.447 461,010 3,054 0.661 509,800 4,476 0.818 606,000 6,630 1.094 737,000 8,063: .094

45-64 884.310 1,082 0.122 894,230 1,861 0.208 888,100 2,6)0 0.195 181,400 3,367 0.382 914,200 2,692: 0.352

Total 2,670,730 115,531 2,801,060 116,752 3,038,300 133,759 3,158,500 136,851 3,300,100 142,741!

i_ L

TOTAL STVDENTS

Graduate

Undergraduate Frofeeelonal Total

1971-72 115,531 18,171 111,702

1974-75 116,752 21,139 139,891

1980-81 113.759 26,464 160,223

1985:86 136.851 26,994 163,849.

1990-91 142,741 26,955 169.696



Table 5

UNIVERSITY OF W1SCONSIN_SYSTEM ENROLLMENTS

1971774 ACTUAL AND 1980-1990 ESTIMATES

Eighteen Year Old Cohort: Dresch Effect

Undergraduate

18-21 Age Pool :- Enroll.

1971-72 347,202 115,531

.1974-75 365,807 1 116,752

1980-81 390,943 121,003

1985-86 328,038. 95,315

1990-91 288,474 81,857

1992-93 259,911 77,191

Relation ,

Graduate
and

Professional

Total

33.275 18,171 133,702

31.916
,

23,139 139,891

30.952 26,464 147,467

29.056 26,994 122,309

28.376 26,955 108,812

29.699 26375 104,166
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EXHIBIT #6

V.W. HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENTS 1953-1974

U.W. GPR APPROPRIATIONS* (IN 1953 DOLLARS) 1953-1974
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SUMMARY REPORT
PHASE I

ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY
AND FISC4 IMPACT STUDY

I. Introduction

EXHIBIT #7

On January 8, 1975 Governor Lucey asked the UW System to prepare a

comprehensive plan for phasing-out, phasing down, onconsolidating existing

Centers, campuses, colleges, and programs,of the Systemqfor the purposes of

helping to generate over the next four to six years the resources needed

to maintain the quality and health of the UW System as a whole.

In response to this, a Systemwide Task Force was constituted,to provide

advite and counsel to the Preside= in preparing an appropriate response.

The'Task Force was'organized into four Study Committees to,examine various

aspetts of the System reduction issue from various perspectives.

Idterest in the economic consequences of phasing out institutions was

recognized early. Thus it,was decided that economic and fiscal impact studies'

should be undertaken to provide information to the Regents and the Legislature

to provide an economic perspective for their decisions. Such studies are

not directly related to educational judgments on phase-out. However, they

are of interest in public policy decisions.

,For this reason, cooperation was sought from and provided by the
Department of Administration, and a joint committee was established between

state government and the Task Force to design and carry through economic

and fiscal impact studies. This is Phase I of these studies. ,A second

more detailed study will follow fOr reporting to the Regents by September,

1975.

This is a preliminary report of the economic and fiscal impact group.

These findings should be read as very preliminary, subject to the gathering

of more detailed data and more careful,analysis of the findings. Careful

attention should be given to the qualifications and constraints described

in the detail of the preliminary report,

II. Study Organization

The full membership of the joint state government task force for these

studies is as follows:

Jack Huddleston, Economist, Department of Adkinistration
Hans Isakson, Assistant Director, Urban Research Center., UW-Milwailkee

Jerome Johnson, Professor, Economics, UW-Eau Claire
William Komsi, Assistant Chancellor, UW-Milwaukee
Douglas Lamont, Senior Atademic Planner, Central Administration

Guy Phillips, Economist, Department of Revenue
Ved Prakash, Professor, Urban Planning-, UW-Madison
Henry Raimondo, Economist, Department of Revenue
,Monroe Rosner, Project Associate, Inst. of Env. Studies/Ag. Econ.,UW-Madison

Roger Schrantz, Department of Admigistration
Richard Stauber, Professor, Governmental Affairs, UW-Extension

William Strang, Associate Profesbor, Business, UW-Madison

Phil Sundal, EconomistrDepartment of Business,Development
Jon Udell. Professor. Rosiness. TITJ-Marliann
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The actual studies themselves are being directed and undertaken by
personnel from the UW System:

JN

Hans Isakson - Economic Impact
Ved Prakash - Fiscal Impact Study
Monroe Rosner - Fiscal Impact Study
Richard Stauber - Fiscal Impact Study

The state agency personnel are assisting in supply data and professional
expertAse.

III. ,Economic Impact Study Design

The basic design of this ytudy follows a model developed for the
American Council on Education. The ACE model has been used as a basic
guide, and some departures from this :Oodel are made to better mirror particular

6
town-gown,relationships. .

In estimating the initial or,first round economic impact of an institution
of higher education, the basic measurement criteria is to include only those
expenditures that would not have been made in the community without the
presence of the university. It is important not only to determine this
figure'but also to take it apar and examine its composition.

t

When viewing the economic ffects of a university, it is convenient
to examine various relationship between sectors of the local economy and
parts of the university. Most nstitutions can be divided roughly in two
halves: ,spending'by the people who make up the university community, and
spending-by the university itse f. The local economy can also he divided
roughly tnto two ,,arts, the prijuate economy sector and the public or govern-
mental sector. The private ec omy of the community can be broken down into
various expenditure.categories.1 The public sector is composed of various
local governments with which the university relates. All these sectors

and sub-sectors interact. ,

The study is divided into two phasesiPhase I which was concluded by
March 21, 1975 and Phase II which began immediately following the completion
of Phase I and will end August 31, 1975. Due to the stringent time constraints
upon Phase I, the results from it will not be as thorough or complete as
those of Phase II.

Time limitations.on Phase I economic impact studies forced the use of
average-student'and staff spending patterns gathered in studies of major
universities across the nation. These average spending patterns from other
univers4ies were then applied to specific campuses in Wisconsin, producing
an approximation of the first round economic effects on that community.

Phase II studies, to be completed by September, will gather specific spending
information distinctive to each campus.

,Expenditures by each campus in the local area were more precisely
estimated, reflecting actual expenditures for 19731-74.

1Caffrey, John and Herbert H. Isaacs, Estimating the Impact of a College
or UtIversity dn the Local Economy, American Council on Education,
Washington, D. C-1971.
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...

Preliminary first round conomic effects have been prepared for 6

four-year campuses and for.7 .1. o-year campuses
throughout the state.

Approximate first round ecpt6iiic impact for each,campus is shown in the

tables of the, appendix.

In Phase II stiAdies the first round, economdc,
effects will be refined

and adjusted to reflect the effects of second and third round economic impact.

IV. Economic Impact - Study Limitations'

The Economic Impact Committee, because of severe time constraints,

recogn'ized that only
apiroximations of economic effects would be possible

in Phase I. All that could be done in the six weeks that Was'available is,a

tabulation of approximate first round economic
impact--student spending,

faculty and staff spending, campus
purchases in the area, etc.--unadjusted

for the ripple effects of a dynamic economy. The reader should recognize

the limitations in the Phase I studies, and that the refined economic effects

produced in the Phase II studies may be significantly
different from the

effects estimated here.

There are four major limitations: first, the data used for student

spending. Time did not permit the gathering of actual student expendttures

for each of the campuses studies. Instead, an average of'student spending in

other economic studies (Howard University, University of Virginia, UW-Milwaukee,

Arizona,State,
Univeriity of Mississippi, Indiana University, UW-Green Bay, etc.)

was used. An average of $?,447 per student for off-campus spending in the

community area was used. Whether that $270 per month off-campus spending is

typical of Medford, Marinette, Platteville and other student spending patterns

will'be studied in Phase II. Similarly, more specific
information is needed

for faculty and staff spending in the community.

Second is that eXpenditures in the community are not adjusted to reflect

the'dollars that are actually retained in the community economy. For example,

the appendix showa that approximately $234,000 is spent in retail stores in

Baraboo by students, faculty and staff.
Yet, only a part of that $234,000

is utilized to purchase labor, supplies, etc., from other businesses in

Baraboo. The rest is used to purchase commodities
for retail sale, pay state

and federal taxes; purchase store furnishings,and other retail store costs

from outside the local community.
Phasi II studies will estimate the extent

to which university spending is retained in the local economy.

Third, Phase I approximates only first round economic effects. But

there are effects beyond their direct economic impacts. as the initial dollar

is spent and respent throughout the local economy. This multiplier increases

first round economic effects. In Los Angeles, for example, a multiplier of

2.2 was calculated--every dollar spent peoduced an ultimate $2.20 effect in

the total economy.
Certainly the L. A. economy is far different from the,..

Baraboo, Medford, River Falls and Superior economy--but
there is an appropriate

multiplier effect of direct expenditures in their comzunities. The extenE

of retained spending to be estimated in Phase-it-wili alscr,provide data from

which a specific multiplier for each Community, attuned to the economy of

that community can be estimated.

The final major study limitation is that it does not estimate the transfer

of economic impact from one campus to another, should that first campus be closed.

Students,'faculty and staff who transfer to another -campus will transfer all or part
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of their associated economic as well. To the extent that this occurs the

closing:of a campui rearranges the Wisconsin economy, but the economic impact

is not lost to the statewife economy. Transferability of economic impact

was not measured in these P4Ae I studies, but will be estimated in the

Phase II studies.

V. Economic ImpaCt - Preliminary Findings

Approximate first round economic effects for each of the thirteen campusesi

studies are.available in detailed form in the technical reports. Attached

as an appendix to this summary report 'is a one page summary of the primaty

economic effects for each campus. This eection explains the effects shown

for one campus, Marshfield, to help the reader understand the appendki

\tables.

e UWC-Marshfield/Wood County has 394 students and 45 faculty and staff.

\

Th
Ising the $2,477 per student assumed spending average, and the assumption

that 782 of faculty and staff salaries are spent in the Marshfield area

couznities, a total of $752,000 is annually expended in the Marshfield

area. Again using national averages, $752,000 is categorized into,$30,000

for re ail sales, $181,0001for rent and mortgages,. and $270.,000.for miscellanedus

service AB a proportion of the total Marshfield area economy, $752,000

is 00.17 of the area's total economy.

Campuè expenditures in the Marshfield area totaled $38,000. This

includes ab t $8,000 for wholesale trade-about 00.002% of the total area's

wholesale tr de, some $27,000 for miscellaneous services--about 00,0802 of

the total srenomiticellaneoui services, and $3,000 for manufacturing expenditures.

Usiq national averages, the checking and savings balances of students,

faculty, and staff are estimated to be $249,810--about 00.152 of all checking

and savings balances in the Marshfield area.

Finally, UWC-Marshfield/Wood employs forty-five faculty and staff. That

represents 00.40% of the total Marshfield area employment of 11,350.

Similar summaries of the preliminary first round economic effects are

included in the appendix for UWC-Biraboo/Sauk County, UWC -Barron Co,,Inty,

UWC -Marinette County, UWC -Medford, UWC -Richland, UWC -Rock County, UW -Green Bay,

UW-Parkside, UW -River Falls, UW-Stevens Point, and UW-Superior.

VI. Fiscal Impact --Study Design

A second major aspect of the economic impact of closing instiLutions

is the effect on the public financ s of the campus community. That-is the

subject of the Fiscal Impact Commit ee.

Because of the two-phased approa h to the problem, the researchers

chose to study only two UWS institutio s at the outset. The intention-was

to d velop and test a methodology which ould be applied to Additional

campuses for the Phase II report. In the meantime, certain broad generalizations

may be-drawn about the fiscal impact of phasing down other UWS institutions.
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Local government finance in-Wisconsin is extremely complex;, a consequence

of a myriad of programs of aids, shared'taxes and in lieu payments. These

state financial programa tend to,substantially moderate.and compensate for

direct fiscal impacts. Mbreover, there are few points of fiscal interaction

between the campus anci. the community. For these reasons, the ftpcal impacts

of closing a UWSinstitutidn are modest. They are more modest than impacts

upon population and the,local economy generally.

For both case studies, UW-Stevens Point and UW Center-Richland; the -

fiscal effect of closing the campUses ALA, revidwed in this way: , the effect,

on city, county and school distritt expenditures is estimated; revenue

changes from-a campus closing were estimated; and the effects of state aids

and shared taxes were estilated, also. These-fiscal'impacts were then

translated into net effects on the property tax liability for the typical

property owner.

VII. Fiscal ,Impact - Preliminary Findings

For the City of Richland Center, it was estimated that revenues would

declihe by $28,000 in the initial year after the closing, primarily from

;over sales by the.municipal electric and other utilities. Expenditures

Wild be reduced by $26,000, primarily in municipal utility costs. Under

one set of assumptions.made by the researchers, school district costs would

have a net zero effect, i.e., a $24,000 reduction in costs and a $24,000

reduction in state school aids. -)Richland County, the owner of the campus

facility, would need to expend $80,000 to maintain the facility on m standby,

unOccupied basis. If the campus facility could be used for another public

purpose, then those maintenance costs could be charged against that alternative

use. If the campus facility is unoccupied, the county would need to spend

$80,000 per year to maintain.it, and property taxes would rise by,$.54 per

$1,000. In subsequent years as the impact of the formulas-for state aids

and shared taxes is fully felt, then there is the possibility that the average

fitical impact would.be an increase in property taxes of approximately 2.5%,

half of which is attributed-to the $80,000.

UW-Stevens Point is a much larger, more dominant campus, and the-fiscal

impact of closing that campus is much more difficult:to-estimate. For the

City of Stevens POint, it is estimated that revenues Would decline by

$410,000 in the initial year after closing, half of which is due to reduced

per capita state tax sharing. Initial year expenditures would decline by'

$3?0,000. Portage County finances would be,affected by a $55,000 loss of

per capita shared taxes, declines km federal revenue sharing, and increased

costs for county services attributable twthe closing (e.g., hirincmore

case workers). It is anticipated that the reduction in state school aids

would be offset by declines in school district costs; thus, the-impact on

the mill rate for school purposes would be neutral.h

A central factor in the fiscal impact of the closing of UW-Stevens Point

is its effect on the Stevens Point real estate market. If the 39% population

decline acted to lower property values, then property tax rates would have

to be increased to maintain current service levels. One hypothests posed

in the study is that residential property values in Stevens Point wquld

decline by 20%, representing a 10% overall reduction in the value of property ,

in the city, and an 8.5% reduction in the property value in the school district.

If that did occur, property taxes couid increase by 20% in the initial year,

atahilizing at about 11-12% higher in later years.

85
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Phase I studies did.not thoroughly evaluate the effects of campus
closings on the community real estate market. The effect on property values

is a key determiner of property tax impact, and will be more thoroughly

studied,in Phase II.

VIII. Summary Th
Once more it must be reiterated that economic and fiscal impact studies

are not directly related to educational judgments on pahse-out, but are of

interest in public policy decisions. Those making major public policy decisions
should have accurate economic and fiscal impact data for assistance in making

those decisions. To that,end, the joint group is proceeding wlth,a more
detailed and refined Phase II of the studies.
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UW-GREEN BAY

,VRE'LIMINARY FIRST .RON15 ECONOMIC EFFECTS.

. Student Facult and Staff Ex enditures

Retail Stores

Rent and Mortgages

Miscellaneous.Service

To ta I

Una* Institutional Expenditures

A

Ongoing !xpendituris

Trnde

Miscellnne.nus

Maciufacturinti

. 1
Percent of Area

Amount-. Total Economy

$3,762;000 .547.

2,185,000

'2
3,428,000 NIP MMI,M1

Percent of Area

Amount Total Economy

$ 256,600-

. 385,000
3

25,000

Total $ 666,006'

Construction Expen,ditures p;990,-000,
Checking and Saving Balances

-Institutional, Student, Faculty, -

and Staff Accounts 12,934,683
.-

Percent of' 'fetal &tea ,.427.

Employment

VW-Green Bay Employment
.1,

Percent of Tutfil Krea

575'

7.

Nren includes all muntcApalities within 30 miles Of campus.

2Does not include visitors! 'spending of,$69,000:

lboes not include minimum maintenance costs of $218,000.
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.03%

.487.



,U4-PARKSIDE

PREUMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIEC EFFECTS

Student, Faculty'and Staff Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent and Mortgnges
,

Miscellaneous Service

Amount .''

$3,165,000

1,875,000

2,830,0002

1
Percent of Area
Total Economy

A.57%

Orotal $7,870,000 1.297.

Localltitutional ExpenditureS

Percent of Area

Amount Total Economy

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trnde $ .245,000

Mitcellnnenus 696;1)00

Manufacturing 25,.000

Total 966,000

Construction Expenditures $1,314,000

Checking and Saving Balances

Institutional, Student, Faculty
'and Staff Accounts $3,746,573

Percent of Total Area .447.

Employment

UW-Parkside Employment 500

Percent of Total Area .57.

,LArea includes all municipalities within 30 miles of campus.

2
Doe# not include visitors' spending of $69,000.

31Does not include minimum maintenance,costs of $241,000.

.05%

1.207.

./
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LM-PZArEIkV1LLE

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Stpdent_ Faculty and Staff Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent and Mortgages

Miscellaneous Service

Total.

Local Institutional Expenditures

4

Amgoing Expenditures ;

Wholesale Trade

Miscellaneous

Manufacturing

Total

Construction Expendit res

Checking and ;:avingriialances

InstitutIonal, Student, Fa ulty

and Staff Accounts

Percent of Total *Area

Employment

UW-Platteville.Employment

Percent of Total Area

Amount

$14,505,000

2,686,000

4,042,0002

$11,213,000

Amount

100,000

336 000
3

143,d00

$ 972,000

$

574

10.27.

1.4krea includes/all municipalities within 30 miles of campus.

2 Does not include visitors' spending of $69,000.

3Does not include minimum maintenance costs of $393,000.

89

- 1
Percent of Area
Total Economy

3.54%

.4040

8.197.

Percent of Area
Total Economy

.077.

3.307.
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UW-A/VER.FALLS

PRELIMINARY FIR21 ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Student.. Faculty and Staff'Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent And mortg;lges 2,899,000

Miacellaneous Service 4,343,000
2

Amount
.

4 4,813,000

Total

Local Institutional Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures

112,055,000

Percent of Area
1

Total Economy

.937.

IM

M" 110

,
2.207.

Percent of Ares

Amount Total Economy

Wholesale Trade. $ 753,000 .067.

Miscellaneous 383,000
3

1.177.

Manufacturing 30,000

Total $ 1,166,000

Construction Expendituies

thecking'and Saving Balances.

$ 6,000

Institutional, Student, Faculty
and Staff Accounts $ L,850 686

Percent of Total Area 1.357,

-Employment

UW-River Falls Employment 588

Percent of Total Ares 12.57.

1Area includes all municipalities within 30 miles of

2DOCS not include visitors' spending of $69,000.

campug.

3.Does not include minimum maintenance coats of $341,000.

. 9 0'
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UW-STEVENS POINT

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Studenti.FacUaty and Staff Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent and mortgages

Miscellaneous Service

Total

Local Institutional Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trade

Miscellanel;us

Manufacturing
4

Total

Construction Expenditures

Checking and Saying Balances

Institutional, Student, Faculty
and Staff Accounts

Percent of Total Area

Employment

Amount

$ 8,968,,000

5,426,000

8,112,000
2

, 1
Percent of Area
Total Economy

1.44%

A

..IM NI&

$22,5.06,000 3.257,

Percent of Area

Amount Total EcO'nomy

$ 03.,000

506,000
3

109,000

$ 1;148,000

9,000

$ 3,601,352

1.21%

I--

UV-Stevens Point Employment 973

Percent of Torii Area 7.37.

lArea includes all municipalities within 30 miles or campus.

2Does not include visitors' spending of $69,000.

3Does not include minimum maintenance costs of $526,900.
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UW-SUPERIOIR.

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

%

Student, Faculty and Staff Ex enditures

Amount
Percent of Area
Total Economy

Retail Stores $ 2,689,000 .597.

Rent and Mortgnges 1,564,000

Miscellaneous Service 2.081,0002 OS OD 111.

Total $ 6,634,000 106%

Local Institutional Ex enditures

Amount
Percent of Area
Total Economy

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trade 213,000 .05%

Miscellaneous 128,000
3 .35%

MAnua?ruring 16,000

Total 357,000

Construction Expenditures 8,000

Checking and Saving aalances

Institutional, Student, Faculty
and Staff Accounts 1,970,530

Percent of Total Area 1..577.

Employment

UW-Superior Employment 444

Percent of Total Area 4.97.

1Area includes all municipalities within 30 miles of csmpus.

2
Does not include visitors' spending of $69,000.

3Does not include minimum maintenance coati of $245,000.

92
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UWC-BARABOO/SAUK COUNTY

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMtC FFECTS

Student, Faculty and Staff Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent and Mortgages

Miscellaneous Serl4ce

Tote l

Local Institutional Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures.

Amount

234,000

140,000

210,0002

1
Percnt of'Area
Total Economy

Mb MP MP NO

MD MD alb MD

.$ 584,000 '.587, c

Amount

Wholesale Trade $ 4,000

Miscellaneous , 49:0003

Manufacturing
MOO

,

Total

Construction Expenditures

Checking and Saving Balances

Institutional, Student, Faculty

'and Staff Accounts

1 57,000,

$ 195,754

Percen't of Total Area
.097,

Employment

-UWC-Baraboo/Sauk Employment 37

Percent of Total Area .57.

Area includes all municipalities within 30 miles of cn4us.

2Does not include visitors' spending of $34,500.

3Mlnimum maintenance costs have been estimated to be $60,000.

93

= Percent of Area
Total Economy

.45%
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UWC-BARRON COUNTY

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND'ECONOMIC gFFECTS

Student. Faculty and Staff Expenditures

Retail Stores

Rent and MOrtgages

Miscellaneous Service

1
Percent of Area

Amount Total Economy

$ 444,000 .597.

264,000

148;0002

Total $1,106,000 1.377.

Locat Institutional Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trade

Miscellaneous

Manufacturing

Total

Construction Expendituref

Checking and Saving Balances

Institutional, Student,,Faculty
and Staff Accounts $ 324,650

Percent of Total Area .247.

Employment

UWe-Barron County Employment ,49

Percent of Total Area .77.

1-

Percent of Area

Amount Total Economy

$ 16,000-

60,0003

5,000

81,000 ,)

0

.14Area includes OA municipalities within 30 miles of campus.

2Does not intlude vis-i,tos' spending of $34,500:

3 KiniMum maintenante costs havis been estimate& to be $107,000.

94 S.
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UWC-MARINETTE COUNTY

PRELIMINARY FIRST'ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Student, FacOlty and Staff Expenditures

Amount

1
Percent of Area
Total Economy

Retail stores
$ 254,000 ,267.

Renr and mortgages
147,000

4

Miscqllaneous Service ,

Total

224,000
2

$ 625,000 .587.

Local Institutional Ex enditures

Ongoing Expenditures

Amount

Percent of Area
Total Economy

Wholesale Trade $ 15,000 .037.

Miscellanevus
18,0003 .217.

Manufacturing
3,000

Total
$ 36,000

Construction Expenditures
0

Checking and Saving_kalances

Institutional, Student, Faculty

and Staff Accounts
$ 211,043

Percent of Total Area
.317.

Employment

UWC-Marinette County Employment 41

Percent of Total Area .57.

. \
1Area includes

munletpalities within 10 miles or camptig.

2 Wed not include vinitors' spending of$34,500.

3Minimum maintenance costs have been estimated to be $77,000.
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UWC-MARSHFIELDNOOD COUNTY

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Student Facult and Staff Ex enditures

Retail Stores

Rent and Mortgages

Miscellaneous Service

Amount

$ 301,000

181,000

270,000
2

Total 752,000

Local Institutional Expenditures

AMount

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trnde $ 8,000

Miscell3nonu9 27;000
3

Manufactnring 3,000

Total $ 38,000

Construction Expenditures $ 0

Checking and Savine Balances ....,

1

Institutional, Student, Faculty
and Staff Accounts

Percent of Total Area

,Employmept

WC-Marshfield/Wood Emplopent

Percent of Total Area

$ 249,810

.15%

45

(47.

f"

*a/

Area includes all,municipalities, within 30 miles of campus.:

2 Does not include visitors' spendin&of $34,500.

3 Minimuni maintenance costs have been estimated to be.$92 000.

,

Percent of Area
Total Economy

.08%

OM OM MIL MP

OM WO WO OM

.17%,

,Percent of Area
Total Economy

.002%

.080%
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MC-MEDFORD

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

-Student; Faculty
aneStaff Expenditures

p.

Retail Stores

}tent Ad Mortgages.

Miscellaneous Service

.Total

Locl Institutiondl Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trade'

Miscellanenns

A Manufacturing

Percent_of Area

Amount'
Total E6onomy

$ 105,000
.037.

62 000

94,0002

$ 261,000'

Amount

$ 4,000

41Er

1

Percent of Area

Total Economy

.0001%

.13,000
3 :06007.

1,000

Total,
18,000

Construction Expenditures

Checking and Savinualances

0

Institutional,
Student, Faculty

and Staff Accounts
$ 112,780

Percent of Total Area

EmOloyment

EmployMent

20%

24

Percent of Total Area .

.67.

I

1

a,

Area includes all municipalities
within 30 miles of campus.

2Dees not include visitors' spending of $34,500.

3 Minimum maintenanle
costa have been estimated to be $33,000.
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MC-RICHLAND CENTER

PRELIMINARY FiRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Student, Faculty and Staff Expenditures

1
Peicent of Area

4 Amount TOtal Economy

7.Retail Stores $ 248,000. .827.

Rent and Mortg!Iges 148,000

Miscellaneous ,Service 123,0002

Total

e4

Local InstitUtional Expenditures

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholeself Trnde

MiScillaneous

Manufncturing

4,

$, 619,,060 1.907.

Amount

$ 4,000

26,0003 .

4,000

Total 34,000

'-
Construction Expenditures

Checking an&Saving Balances

Institutional, Student, Faculty
and Staff Accounts

Percent of Total Area

Employment

UWC-Richland Center Employment

Tercsnt of Total Area

0'7
. 0

$ 186,582

.247.

32

1.2%

r a includes all municipalities 30'miles of campug.

2 p4s not include visitors! spendinkof $34,500.

3.M1n maintenance costs have heen'estimated to be $78,800.

98

Percent of Area
Total Economy
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UWC-ROCK COUNTY

PRELIMINARY FIRST ROUND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

1 -

Student, Faculty and Staff Expenditures

Amount

Retail Stores
$ .311,000

Rent and Mortgages
184,000,

Miscellaneous Service
277,0002

Total .
$ 7720000

Local Institutional Expenditures

I

Percent.of Area
Total Economy

.107.

Ob.

.257.

Percent of Area

Amount Total Economy

Ongoing Expenditures

Wholesale Trade
,

7,000

Miscellaneous
35,000

3

Manufacturing
3,000

Total.

,Constructlon Expenditures

Checking and Saving Balances

Institutional, Student; Faculty

and Staff Accounts

Percent of Total A'rea

*Employment

UWC-Rock Copnty Employment

Percent of Total Area

$ 45,000

9

$ 419,108

.08X'

54

.1%

lArea includes all mnutcipalities within 30 miles of campus.

2 Does not include visitors' spending of $34,500.

3Minimum maintenance costs
hamt been estimated to be $71,460.

411

99

.005%

.140%



TABLE I-1

SUMMARY OF.LOCAL FIRST ROUND SPENDING AT SELECTED UW SYSTEM CAMPUSES ,

, UNIVERSITY or,wiscoNsIN
Green Bey Parkside .Platteville River Falls Stevens Point Superior

AU municipalities
within 30 miles
'ofthe cmorgus- $12,000,195 L$10,219,792 $11,879,808 $137i9C,222 $23,733072 $ 7,065,955

Percent spent in:

36 38 38.Reteil Sector

Wholesale Sector

Services Sector

Manufacturing
Sector

,...

31.

2

.50.

,

1
TR

31

2

51e

VA

38

1

- 60

1
.

,Construction 17 : 13 0

Sectorinfluenced
the most (percent
of seCtor's total
activity,accounted SOri(ices- Services . Service&
:for by the campus) (7.58) (9.44). (70.01)

,

iftnicipality in
whicg the campyi
is located $10,622,796

.*

$ 4,483,322 .$ 8,761,540

/-

. 6
2

f
g . 58 I

59

PR TR
,

PR TR

3

59 ,

TR

TR

Services Services Services
(.23.50) (19.92) (11.41)

$ 9,309,673 $17,761,392 $ 5,317,175

1Less than 1%

Sources: Tables 9 and 10 for each campus. 11
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TABLE 1-2 -

SUMMARY OF LOCAL FIRST ROUND SFEIODG AT SELECTED UW SYSTEM awls

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CENTERS '

Barabcio Barrbn Marinetto Marshfield Medford Richland center RObk County .

All municipalities
wiihin 30 miles
bf.the campus' $ 615,267 $1,i14,048 $ 618,8N 732,820 $. 279,42

Percent spent in:

'Retail Sector 38. 4o 0 41

Wholesale 4ctor 1 1 .
)

2

Services Sector 9 58 56

Manufacturing
Sector 1 1

Constructim 0

Sector influenced.
:he most (percent
,of sector's total

, .

activity accouiled gerViees Services Sngs Services Services Services Service's

for by the canpLs) (3.44) (12.25) (1.35) (0.8o) (13.67) '(1 ^7)

749' $ 7bo,764

. 41 38 .40 39

1 . 1 1

57 61 . 58 59

TR
1 1

\N0 0' 0

.

Municipality in ,

which the car.pus

is located $ 318,267 $ 669,514e0$ 380,870 $ 639,133 $ 229,278 $ 459,742 $ 4587657).J

1Less than 1%

Sources: Tables 9 and 10 for each'campus.
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